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Real Funny.
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wlds and Miss Sweet
His Store
Have Resigned
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Would Not Adjourn Until
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cused persons to be brought before
checks sent him from his office. Mr.
MRS. PALEN, . X United States Senator Joseph Simon,
Julius Meyer for the quick manhim and take bond for their appear- sador to France during the Civil War, crowds greeted General Francisco I.
his nearest
Jaffa was reported as much improved
ner In which a chain of eviChairman.
lawyer, editor and historian, was 93 Madero, Jr., who arrived here on a
X independent Republican,
ance before the district court.
old November 25 last. Despite special train this morning. Madero is
obtained and which
is thought be will be
Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. Bishop, Mrs. X opponent will be between 3,000 and
and
it
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today
..
Yours truly,
votes.' Most of the 23 initiative
out tomorrow.
his age, be has remained actively at being closely guarded and Is expected
Harroun, Mrs. Sparks, Mrs. X
led to the confession by the
FRANK W. CLANCY,
work on his book of Memoirs part ot lo reach the national capital
Architect I. H. Rapp has gone to
X and referendum measures voted upon
trio.
Cartwright, Committee.
safely to
'
morrow.
AQorney General. which has already been published.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Roswell on a week's business trip. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX were defeated.
Governor Mills has appointed
the
Guy A.
following notaries public:
Reed, Carlsbad, Eddy county; Emiho
G. Martinez, Sena, San Miguel county;'
Oscar O. Gragg, Nara Visa, Quay county; Charles S. Earickson, Pecos, San!
Miguel county.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the sum of $2,267.0 from
B. C. Hernandez, treasurer of Rio Arriba county and 75 cents from Game
and Fish Warden Gable.
Postal .Savings Bank.
".,
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City put out the ' red lights" by imposing heavy fines. Trixy Sterling
and Ruth Singleton were fined $'')
SUFFERERS AND MEN WHO'S
i'! Established 1856.
Incorporated 1903 $
each and given 90 days in jail; Madge
HAIR IS THINNING
Meadows and Maud Brown were fined
Dandruff now bald later. The same $."0 and jriven thirty days in jail and
was also assessed a
The highest point of woman 's hapis true of scalp diseases. In l'act bald Mjrtle Howard
piness is reached only through mothnesa is a scalp disease. The trouble lis fine.
erhood, in the clasping of her child
w ith the greasy salves and lotions, the
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
Wool.
of
70,000
Pound
Clip
dandruff and scalp cures you
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
of
The
Cubero
Trading Company
have tried so far is that they don't do j
and shrinks from the suffering inciValencia
yesterday
Cubero,
county,
the
but
relieve
temporarily
DENVER BREAD
anything
But for
dent to its consummation.
seventy thousand pounds of nature's ills and discomforts nature
itching a d cake the dandruff so it shipped
Scourto
Wool
wool
the
Albuquerque
doesn't fall until its dried out again.
remedies, and in Mother's
ing Mills in this city and the consign- provides
be found a medicine of
I
Nothing can cure really cure such ment will be at the
mills in a day or Friend is to
value to every expectant mother.
troubles but a real scalp medicine that two
great
Bibo
Mr.
to
be
ready
put through.
will kill the germs causing dandruff of the Cubero
It is an oily emulsion for external
Company will arrive at
and scalp disease.
composed of ingredients ' jf
application,
Albuquerque Wednesday to find a buy- which act with
beneficial and sooth- Learning from leading fellow drug-- i er for his clip.
ing effect on those portions of the ')
ists throughout America that they had
found a whirlwind cure for dandruff,
.
Joy R.de and Bootlegging.
f
Rnd
eczema and all diseases of the skin
J. Byars of Portales, J. M.
relieve, in erest riart. the suffer
thus
and scalp, 'ihe Capital Pharmacy on; son. Thomas Preston and
Roscoe
through which the mother usually
proving to the laboratories compound- - Graves, were arrested at Roswell for ing
passes. The regular use of Mother's
ing the treatment that It is the most bringing into the city from Dexter. Friend will repay
any mother in the J(i
prominent drug store in this ci'y se- - to which point they had a joy ride, a comfort it affords before, and the help- - .J
cured the agency for the remedy. This case of beer and two bottles of whis-- j
iui resiorauon io neami anu sirengw
renredy is ZEMO, the clean, liquid key. Byers, the principal, was fined it brings about after baby comes
preparation that kills the germ of dis S25 and costs, and the others $5 a Mother's Friend
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Telephone No. 40.
ease and ZEMO SOAP to wash the piece and c'osts. Another bootlegging, is for sale at
e
scalp or skin clear and clean of the
party broke down end the drug stores.
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. dandruff or scale and by its antiseptic team which hauled the liquid
WE GIVE REGISTER
s
proWrite for our
Kuat-Prvsoothe and heal.
ments ran away, all the bottles being free book for
exAgents for Warner's Cor- exDectant moth
Sold and guaranteed by druggists, broken and the liquids spilled.
sets. Prices $1.00 to $5.00. K
ers which contains much valuable
everywhere and in Santa Fe by The
We carry all the newest w
information, and many suggestions
Capital Pharmacy.
Cupid Gets Busy.
styles.
nature.
of
a
helpful
J ,
new in
Apparently just waking up to the
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Co.
Something
THE BRIDE.
fact that June had arrived Cupid got
Blouses
and
Shirts
tO
Style
The orange blossom crowns her
OOC to $1.25.
busy Saturday afternoon and brought
The bridal satin gowns her
fit
three couples to the Las Vegas court cheers of hundreds of members of the
Guaranteed to Wear.
The happy anthems ring;
house to procure marriage licenses.
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Girlhood's gay reign is over
These were Mamie Rott, aged 2G, and Touring Club and follows the progress
FRESH EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS- CAKES She goes to meet her lover
Richard
Case, aged 22, of East Las cf the car through New York, Pennsyl
O. Box
No. 36
While Eden's voices sing.
Vegas; Anna Stickle, aged 21, of Day- vania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and on
ton, O., and Arthur Lewis, aged 24, ot west, the last installment leaving
The marriage vow is spoken
EasfLas Vegas; Amalia Barela, aged Westgard and party safely in New!
The wedding bread is broken
22, and Tranquillina Baca, aged 25. of Mexico.
The article will be invaluWith blessings and with tears;
Agua Zarca. The first couple was able to the motor world furnishing
two
set out together
These
married Saturday by Judge Vigil at complete data as it does on the road
Through storm and sunny weather
the court house. Miss Stickle and Mr. across the continent to the "Sunset"
PHONE 191 BLACK
To journey through the years.
Lewis were wed yesterday afternoon, over what
Westgard has officially
Fate send your choicest dower
and the Barela-Bac- a
wedding was sol- marked as the "Sunset Trail." The
Great joy and plenty shower
emnized yesterday in the Church of many illustrations show graphically
From blue and kindly skies;
Our Lady of Sorrows. Mr. Baca ia the the beauties and difficulties of the
Earth's music and its laughter
son of Serafin Baca, a prominent res- country through which the pathfinder
And gladness ever after
ident of West Las Vegas.
passed. There are many illustrations
comes
And love that never dies!
spell
in northern New Mexico showing the
Boy Scouts Homeward Bound.
picturesque wonders of New Mexico
you will need
Las Vegas Boy Scouts reached and her cities and towns and particuThe
So life goes on forever
the Puye cliff dwellings on Saturday larly her roads. While some of the
Hands join no more to sever
save
are now homeward bound ex- pictures, where the car has been jamand
The roses crown the June!
pecting to reach here today and Las med in an arroyo or otherwise come
And now the aisle
crops.
to grief speak poorly of certain condiVegas on Thursday.
We hear the angels singing
tions, the illustrations show many
be connected
A joyous hymnal tune.
magnificent stretches of New Mexico
Run Down.
Tramp
Kate Masterson in Columbian.
will
road and the whole article will be a
was
in
who
a
John Martin,
riding
advertisement for the motor
freight car of the Santa Fe, was found splendid
at Springer, with a pile of rails that attractions of the southwest.
You
price
had fallen on his legs. One of the
...
ij
THE STATE
j
legs was fractured just above the State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
ankle. He was placed in the hospital
Lucas county. ss.
at Las Vegas.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
New Methodist Church.
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
The corner stone of a fine new
FRANK
GORMLEY,
Santa Fe Should Get Busy.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
Methodist Episcopal church was laid
New
in
of
Mexico
of Toledo, County and State aforeare
Elks
City
uniting
6619
Black
Phone
on Sunday at Farmington, San Juan
Santa Fe, N. M.
an effort to induce the grand lodge said, and that said firm will pay the
The church will cost
county.
of the order, which will meet next sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
month in Atlantic City, to locate in each and every case of Catarrh that
this territory the proposed national cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
Refunding Issue of County Bonds.
In Albuquerque the Elks Catarrh Cure.
sanatorium.
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
San Miguel bounty will refund
FRANK J. CHENEY,
and
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
of its bond issue of November 1, are working dn the proposition
Sworn to before me and subscribed
R. E. Twitchell
Colonel
are
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
boosting
5
which
interbore
1895,
per cent
Decemof
6th
in
this
day
my presence,
to
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
est, for bonds bearing four per cent of Las Vegas as the proper man be'
ber, A. D. 18S6.
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
represent New Mexico Elkdom
interest.
A. W. GLEASON,
fore the grand lodge.
Las Vegas
WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.
1WE
Notary Public.
lodge will take up the matter at (Seal)
Heirs Given $3,000.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internnext
will
the
and
undoubtedly
meeting
Wood-Davi- s
The Santa Fe railway, on a comback up Albuquerque in the endorse- ally and acts directly on the blood and
has
of
the
heirs
promise,
FOOD.
paid
STOCK
For
INTERNATIONAL
Eugenio
Send
Sole Agents
ment of Colonel Twitchell, who has mucous surfaces of the system.
If Its Hardware We Have lb
Phone 14.
Phone 14
Barela, of Albuquerque $3,000, for the
for testimonials free.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package death of Barela who was run down by been a member of the Las Vegas lodge
4LFALFA SEED.
& CO., Toledo, O.
CHENEY
F.
J.
for some years. Colorado will make a
a train and killed.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
stiff fight for the sanatorium, ColoThe only exclusive
house in Santa Fe
Take Hall's Family Pills for
rado
a
bidder
for
Springs being strong
Stopped Santa Fe Flyer.
h. HOPEFUL

MESSAGE;

TO

SCALP

The Little Store

SEUdII

'The Best

BROS. CO.

Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

$

l

U-- 1

II

GROCERY

j

i

t

Mil

ill

Boy's Blouses

are better blouses than
home sewing can
duceare made by
pert workers under ideal
far.tnrv conditions. are
and
Correct as
and are guaranteed.

joy-rid-

refresh-qualitie-

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
-

SSI

P.

i

of

-

219

1

Phone

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

Groceries and Delicatessen

When the dry

this summer

a gasoline engine to run
your
your pump and
When these en
to
gines are not pumping they can
than
run it cheaper
any other machine and
hand
it
power.
by
running
can have complete information and
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying

to the agent.

F.

$16,-00-

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

4

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

Hardware Co.

pin

the institution.
Jose Martinez, while drunk, brought
the Santa Fe flyer, at Pueblo, Colo- TRAILING
THE SUNSET
rado, to a stop by placing himself
BY A. L. WESTGARD.
Phone Black in the middle of the railroad track
Phone Black
and refusing to move. Martinez was Auto
45
45
Party That Passed Through San- eventually locked up.
ta Fe Gives New Mexico Roads
a Good Send Off.
Taos County Medical Society.
The Taos County Medical Society
"Trailing the Sunset," is the title of
has organized at Taos with Isaac N. a magnificently illustrated article runWoodman of Virsylvia, as president;
ning in "Touring" the leading automoDwight Allison of Taos, as vice presi- bile publication of the country, by A.
dent; and Hubert H. Johnson of Taos, L. Westgard of New York, who took
ten months. They have hundreds of as secretary and treasurer.
the Premier Pathfinder through from
Chickering Bros.
satisfied customers in New Mexico
coast to coast by way of Santa Fe, acBush and Lane.
and Arizona.
Bound Over.
companied by Harry Drum and Ray
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Jose Montoya was bound over at McNamara. The story begins with
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices anc Los Lunas, Valencia county, under the start from New York, amid the
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano $1,000 bond to the grand jury to answer the charge of cattle stealing. He
buyers that the firm of
Co. will meet every customer has already served a term of two years
Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
in the penitentiary for the offense.
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
of
sata
a
nd
other makes.
piano
simple
purchase
La Salle Restaurant
Tnts firm has purchased over six' isfactory business transaction, not on
Bank Reorganizes.
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
The State Savings Bank of Taos has
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
recognized and elected the following
LEARNARD-LINDEMANN
CO.
Telephone 11.
officers: President. A. Clarence Pro- Tbe Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
bert; vice president, J. Wight
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CUR10 CO.
cashier, Henry Gonzales; as Regular Meals 25 Cents
sistant cashier, Homer F. Wanania-ker- .
Short Order at all Hours
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish
Airdome Theater Sold.
New York Chop Suey 50c.
A deal was
concluded
yesterday

W. H. KERR

LEO HERSCH

PIANOS

Learnard-Llndeman-

AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call fori
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and

Fridays.

All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.

PIANOS

PHONE RED 122

Learnard-Lin-dema-

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

J. Sam Houston buys out
the interest of his associates in the
Airdome theater on Second street, Albuquerque, Houston thus becoming
the sole proprietor of the out door
playhouse.

For Best Laundry Work

Put Out the Red Lights.
Phone Red No.
Judge W. H. Newcomb at Silver

23

Phone Red

No. 23

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS
.

Smithing Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

SZTA8i.vir,Sf.
Telephone

'

85

Telephone 85

Improved

and unimproved City Property,

Phone

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.
who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
and those who are best satisfied with
their orders in that line will surely
refer you to us. We nave built up a
s
work
reputation for doing

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE

high-clas-

,

in a short time and at a very moderate
We are pleased to receive
charge.
family trade, and assure you beforehand of complete satisfaction.
101 Washington Ave!

Julius Muratter
TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington

INNOVATION SWEETS,
JOHNSTON CANDIES, '
EXTRAORDINARY CHOCOLATES,
TRIADS, SWISS STYLE MILK CHOCOLATES ASSORTED,

Fine Rigs, Reliable Hones Stogie
Baggies, Surries, Saddle

CALL

UP

Thone

9

bteLrcav

CHA5. CL0S50N

Avenues

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

213
THE ONLY

HOUSE

IN THE CITY

RECEIVING THEM

DIRECT

Orchards

andRincLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

EACH WEEK WE RECEIVE A FRESH ASSORTMENT OF

Zook's Pharmacy

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

rUH

Imperial Laundry

Blames the Authorities,
Rev. Charles O. Beckman of the
Methodist cBurch at Albuquerque, in
a sermon on Sunday declared that AlBasket leaves Monday and Tuesday
buquerque could abolish its notorious
Red Light district if the authorities Returns Thursday and Friday,
would only enforce the law, ordinances AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
and regulations.
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT

RETAIL

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

CAD CAIC

whereby

V

AID

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

n

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

PHONE RED 122

Wood

WHOLESALE

Screened

Ask Yourselves

n

Jesse-Frenc-

oal

FROM MANUFACTURE!

Am

JUNE 6, 1911.

TUESDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW

From

Prom

the Experience of Santa Fe
People.

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

We are fortunate ineeea to be able
to profit by the experience of '.ur
neighbors. The public utterances of
Santa Fe residents on the following
interest and benefit
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot subject will
the north bound train and arrival at thousands of our readers. Read this
statement. No better proof can be
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any ottor had.
"
Albino Ortega, College St, SanU
war. Good covered hack and good
Fe, N. M., says: "I am very grateful
teams.
for the
I have received from
Ewiy Tb.lxk.gr AeaM to lkCa.lc Fjls the use benefit
of Doan's Kidney Pills. For
several years I had trouble from my
back and kidneys. It was hard for me
to do work on account of pains in my
loini and any sudden movement agREMEDY.
FOLEY'S KIDNEY
My rest was
my trouble.
gravated
Is particularly
recommended
for disturbed by a too
desire to
frequent
chronic cases of kidney and bladder void the kidney secretions and the
It tends to regulate and passages were scanty and painful.
trouble.
control the kidney and bladder action Public statements given by local peoand is healing, strengthening and ple who had used Doan's Kidney Pills
For sale by all druggists.
bracing.
with benefit, induced me to try them.
I found relief at once and by the time
I had used one box, my back was free
from pain. My kidneys are now nor
We Have Built Up
mal and I feel better in every way.
I have great faith in tine curative
powers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Mllbur-n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

S5.00

FARE

WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have every
modern facility for furnishing the

very best rough or dressed
Lumber
of every description. We are thus
enabled to make the very best prices
tor Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your
contracts.

Charles W. Dudrow

Herewith are some bargains offered
b the New Mexican Printing company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings. $6; the two tor $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, 2.25;
full leather
3.
Sheriff's Flexible
Cover Pock't Dockets, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each. , New
Supreme Court Reports, Noa
3 and 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
pilation Corporation Laws, 75 c. ComMoney'i
pilation Mining Laws, 0 c
Digest of New Vtxico ReportB. taV
sheep, $6.50: full Hat school blanks.
M-xi-

THE VAUQHAN RANCH
(Old Sparks

Ranch

SANTA FE, N.

M.
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REAPING BENEFIT.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

MEXICAN",

)

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season

who have failed to find a "city job" In NEW PUBLICATIONS OF
cheap lodging houses which the re
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS.
cent investigations have shown to be
I I
!
!
"V
a
fire traps and penhouses, many being Select List of References on Boycotts
ti
damp cellars where the ''sleeping acand Injunctions in Labor Dis1
CHICAGO commodations" are bare boards beputes and Reciprocity.
tween which the water rises when
Hundreds of these
The library of congress has publishstepped upon.
homeless ones
been sleeping on ed a "Select List of References on
Twenty-Thousan- d
Homeless the docks alonghave
the river and in the Boycotts and Injunctions in I.abor DisMen Vainly Looking for parks since warm weather came, each putes." The subject has aroused the
one lying on a newspaper. Some of greatest interest and has been widely
Employment
the hobos are old hands at the life! discussed in popular magazines and
but each year there are about a quar-- ' 'lie publications of labor organizations.
tpr of rhpm n'hfa ara new fit It
These two classes of publications, conFASTEST TALKER IN COUNTRY ing its discomforts and hardships with sequently, have furnished
a large part
a wry face. Chicago has three types of the references, and
especial pains
of lodging house.
Most common is have been taken to present as comAuctioneer H- - B. Throop Sold the cell or stall house. Three or four pletely as possible those
writings in
floors of a store building are divided which labor leaders have expressed
Hundred Horses at Stock
into about ninety stalls, each about their attitude toward the question. AnYards in One Hour.
four by six feet in size. Partitions other main source of information has
curling
are of wood or corrugated iron, up to proved to bo the legal literature of
in
Chicago, June 6. Sound and un- within three feet of the ceiling. Over the past twenty years. This has been
sound fraternal insurance now are on the top is mesh wire to keep out in- freely drawn upon, though without cifields, gives a
supdiverging paths as result of the legis- truders. Rates for this accommoda- tation of particular eases. The list,
But it
a
35
to
10
tion
cents
run
from
A
cents.
however, points out where such citalative sessions in many states report
ed to the Chicago headquarters of the second class is the "flop." Chicago tions may be found.
committee of fraternalists which has has three flops. Two of these are
Certain cases have aroused so
fire.
The much interest that they have been
been aiding the "Mobile bill" of the dark, unventilated basements.
5
on
floor
the
for
cents.
insurance commissioners.
this
That safe- lodger flops
wife
widely discussed outside of the legal
on a profession. References to these disguard of law relating to eight billion There are no beds. He sleeps
Cook-tove.
Oil
to
furnish cussions have been included and tbey
dollars of insurance has been enacted newspaper and is expected
in a dozen states, including such piv his own paper. A third class is the will be found brought together under;
A New Perfection keeps a kitchen many degrees cooler than any
other range, yet it does all a coal or wood range can do. It saves time,
otal states aB New York and Ohio, and bed lodging house. The llonr is open, appropriate headings in the index at
in twelve other states new laws adopt with beds in close rows without par- the end of the list.
labor and fuel. No wood to cut ; no coal to carry ; no ashes ; no soot
ed give the insurance departments the titions. There are lockers for the
With the New Perfection oven k is the best cooking device you can
have
Two
been
introduced
features
lodgers' clothes. Lodging house rates into this list which will
right to demand such information read
find
of
speanywhere.
prove
"15 cents and up." The "up"
from fraternals as they may deem
to librarians.
cial interest
When
Made with 1. 2 and 3 burner,, with loaf,
to
bed
refers
the
when
bugs.
Soap,
necessary to determine the issuing of
turquotte bit enameled chimneys.
Hud.
printed catalogue cards exist for any
aomelr nniatted throughout.
The - and
a license. Under this provision in found at all, is claimed fast. As many work entered
in the list, the library of
Hove, can be had with or without
as
men
100
sometimes
are
expected
most of the states where the Mobile
cabinet top, which it btled with drop abehjea,
congress card number is printed imlowelraclu, etc.
11
bill is not passed the commissioners to use a single washbowl and a single
a
left.
the
after
the
inji
at
mediately
entry
Dealer, everywhere: or write lor
c
will demand valuations as a precedent towel.
circular lo the Dearest agency of the
On the same line to the right the class
Cook-stcve
"Neighborhood Theater."
to relicensing. Under the Mobile
new
determined
in
where
the
Continental Oil Company
theater" has mark,
The "neighborhood
bill the fraternal societies are given
classification, is printed in heavier
(Incorporated)
several years in which to prepare for broken out all over Chicago, whether type.
this work, but under the regulatory at a saving of millions or at an ex'
on
The Select List of References
no one yet knows
powers of the departments they can pense to the public
and Injunctions in Labor Disdemand it at once should they deem Theatrical attractions have been made Boycottswill
be distributed free to deIt necessary. It is expected that the as readily available as ice cream with putes"
but with an pository and all other libraries on our
a
per
performance
saving
of
such
possession
powers will lead
while individuals desirto the adoption of the Mobile bill by increase in theater going which in mailing list,
VI
may
to
mania.
ing
copies
purchase them from
amounts
cases
Time
many
most of the legislatures which meet
superintendent of documents, govnext year. There are now over twen was when all the good "shows" were- the
with ten play- ernment printing office, Washington,
ty five states in which no new fratern in the' loop district,
now it is D. C., at 10 cents each.
al insurance society can be organized nouses to choose among, but
The Library of Congress has pubis a close
it
But
different.
all
quite
hereifter with rates lower than those
lion, with six tons high grade concen
Mogollons.
lished a list of "Additional References
and
loss
of
race
the
whether
expense
of the National Fraternal Congress. In
The steam hoist on the Maud Mining trates. On the Socorro mines the
to
Canada,"
old
to
was
the
relating
Reciproity.,with
regime
recent years the organizing of such sleep chargeable
to the proximity which supplements a section on Reci- Company's property at .Mogollon, So- third level west is still in good ore.
societies by promoters has become an not to be preferred
This is the level from which a profita
of the alluring theater lights which procity with Canada in the general corro county, was ulaced in commisalarming evil.
shaft ble shipment of high grade ore was
makes theater going so much easier. "List, of References on Reciprocity" sion for sinking a
For the Nabobs.
which has attained a depth of some SO made some tiuu; ago.
The mill is
There now are 30 of the "neighbor- published last fall.
The additional references include feet by U3e of windlass. I'pwards of treating better than 150 tons daily, op
From Lake Forest to Chicago so- hood" playhouses, an investment
of
On the erating on a good average grade ore.
ciety is engrossed in a new and daz- millions for their cost has ranged parts of books, which have appeared 15 men are now employed.
last The cord wood costs at Whitewater
zling dream of creating an archipela- from $100,000 to $300,000. What many recently and articles in periodicals Deadwood mines, the clean-ugo along the shore of old Lake Michi- people believe to be the most beauti- down to the beginning of April, this week amounted to 2,350 troy ounces are said to have been very materially
gan which shall supplant boulevards ful theater in Chicago is in one of the year. Speeches made during the third gold and silver bullion. The week's reduced. On the Iron Group the own
and country roads by motor with most sequestered neighborhoods
of session of the 61st congress are in tonnage of ore crushed was 2S0, with ers of this property on the Whitewa
cluded, and some indication is given 15 sacks concentrates. Good progress ter slope have finished this year's asaquatic mazes by boat. Instead of the North Side. Probably not one
in 100,000 outside the immedi- whether the speaker was in favor of. is being made in installation of air sessment work and report the same as
dusty motoring to business the nabobs
are to go by yachts. Venetian water ate vicinity of the playhouse has seen or opposed to the reciprocity agree compressor for mine service. It ha3 very
encouraging to the extensive decarnivals are the hot weather substi- it. At all the "family theaters" of ment. Lastly, special stress has been been necessary to patch old boiler used velopment of the group,
plans for
tutes proposed for polo, golf and ten- course, the prices are low. At those laid on the government publications in
On the
oierating air shift, which has de- which are already on foot.
the
issued
with
the
by
vaudesubject,
is
and
dealing
nis,
bathing beaches, island pic- whose principal attraction
layed unwatering of 3rd level. Ore Oaks comany the tunnel has been adBritand
Great
Canada
United
nic groves and quiet inlets galore are ville mighty good vaudeville at that
States,
n furnished the mill from stopes vanced 15 feet under cover, with an
the usual scale is 20 and 10 cents. ain.
pictured by the sponsors of the plan.
above the level. On the Ernestine open cut of 15 feet. About
f
The project produced astonishment, That makes a deal of difference to the
The additional references are concompany, the ore treatment of of the crew's time is spent in grading
for the city and all the drives have young man with slender salary. In the fined to the present reciprocity agree- Mining
780 tons last week was the largest road leading to the site.
Portal ot
been so cut off from it that the big old days "taking the girl to the show" ment. Those desiring material relatever crushed in a like period in the tunnel will be timbered
square
lake almost has been forgotten ex meant:
ing to the previous reciprocity treaty
of this company, with a con sets as soon as the material can be de20 with" Canada, the results which grew history
cept by a coterie of adventurous Car fare
centrate product of 04 sacks. Clean-ulivered.
It is the intention ot the
4.00 out of it, and the causes which led
,.....
yachtsmen who had no available shel- Theater tickets
for second
period of May was management to install a gasoline com3.50 to its abrogation, are referred to the
ter wben a squall came up. The first Supper
7,685 troy ounces gold and silver bul pressor plant at no distant date.
step proposed is a harbor at Lake
general "List of References on Reci7.70 procity" mentioned above, pages
Forest. The Harold McCormicks are
The evening
enthusiastic and the colony at Lake George spent about five times as
The list of "Additional References
a little more, please, or knowing about her advantages and opForest could summon the millions r'uch as he could afford, and lost so Relating to Reciprocity with Canada.'' dies, put on cover.
portunities. Hundreds , of thousands
needed for the engineering, dredging much sleep that he never was promot will be distributed free to depository keep under
Hereafter, ladies, you must wear of ieople in every part of the country
and filling as easily as most suburbs ed to that better job, and so you de- and all other libraries on our mailing more
than a pleasant smile while and the globe in the last week of June
could the pay of the weed cutting cided to marry .lack. The change has list, while individuals desiring copies,
promenading adown the busy thor- - will receive postcards or other litercrew. One who pictured the possibili become epochal.
may purchase them from the Superin
ature reminding them that there is a
Government ('"ghfares. Albuquerque Herald.
ties of the scheme said: "To polo.
tendent of Documents,
brand new
in the
nffir-at 5 cents
citv.
this
D.inh'n
A Leading California Druggist
hunting, motoring, swimming, golf,
'
.
Klinefelter Never Saw a Tadpole
southwestern empire and that the
and tennis can be added yachting, mo
Pasadena, Calif., March 9, 1911.
Will somebody who knows a lot "Last West" is calling for volunteers
tor boating, sailing, rowing, canoeing,
HERBERT PUTNAM,
We
Gentlemen:
Foley and Co.,
and other methods of navigation. The have sold and recomended Foley's
Librarian of Congress, more about frogs than we do, please to go to the front and pusu back the
islands which will grow up, if enough Honey and Tar Compound for years.
Postal orders and drafts should be tell us where in thunder all the frogs last frontier.
encouraged by enterprising villages, We believe it to be. one of the most made payable to the Superintendent of came from that showed up last MonThe idea of "Call of New Mexico
will be delightful places for picnics, efficient expectorants on the market. Documents, and, like all other remit- - day evening after the rain. A million Day" grows bigger the
longer you
us
an
with
of
them
serenaded
open think about it. It will be
grateful and breezy refugees on hot Containing no opiates or narcotics it tances. should be made in advance and
by all odds
in the hollow back
concert
down
air
direct
summer days. They can be built can be
him
the
to
at
government
ent
to children.
the greatest single advertisement New
will
House.
We
Dove
of
C.
hope
they
D.
with bathing beaches, with open air Enough of given
Mexico has ever had.
If you have
the remedy can be taken to printing office, Washington,
understand that we enjoyed the per- been
sleeping lodges, and any other attrac- relieve a cold, as it has no nauseatthe contagion of
get
indifferent,
when
were
formance.
singing
They
tions. Water festivals can embellish
resuti? and does not interfere
we fell asleep and when we woke up the enthusiasm which is sweeping
the days and illumine the nights. For ing
over New Mexico. Buy a bunch ot
Yours very truly, C.
with
digestion.
EDITORIAL FLASHES
they were still on the job no, they
three generations the lake has been H.
Ward Drug company, C. L. Parsons
post cards and boost. Even if you
The
on
still.
not
were
but
the
way
a
job
as
source
of
neglected
enjoyment, Secy, and Treas." Get the original
don't think it will do any good to New
I
is
it
clear
work
they
they
overtime,
except for a small band of irrepressi
in
Tar
end
Mexico, you may at least have the
Compound
Honey
Foley's
to
Union.
don't belong
the Musicians'
ble yachtsmen.
A Mere Habit.
There it has lain
For sale by all
the yellow package.
knowledge that it will help Mr. Hitchmounted! But where, do they come from?
the
when
is
that
it
calling us to come to it for rest, re
Why
cock swell the postoffice surplus. Alfind a murder case the victim body ever sees a frog in these parts
freshment, sport, and diversion. But druggists.
buquerque Journal.
shower
thunder
a
hard
after
to
we have usually sold our birthright
except
has nearly always been hacked
for a mess of pottage, so that there THREE CASES IN DISTRICT
with an axe and then burned? 'and perhaps the thunder brings them
pieces
COURT AT ALBUQUERQUE.
Your Neighbor's Exeprlence
are a few public bathing beaches along
Pretty soon it will get so that a man in some way and our original inquiry,
above, is strictly pertinent Obar How you may profit by it. Take Fobry
Albuquerque, N. M., June 6. Judge must have a license to carry an axe.
miles of lake
Chicago's twenty-fiv- e
Mrs. E. G. Whiting,
Kidney Pills.
Progress.
front, and the pleasure drive, which Ira A. Abbott sitting in chambers yes- Albuquerque Herald.
,!(ift Willow street, Ackron,
should run right on the edge of the terday afternoon overruled the motion
O., says:
"For some time I had a very serious
Push It Along,
bluffs between here and Milwaukee, is to quash the alternative writ of manThe Pot and the Kettle.
There is no better indication of the case of kidney trouble and I suffered
made impossible by private ownership damus sued out by the school boards
The esteemed El Paso Times coms
of this land that overlooks the lake." of the city and county, against the ments upon the lawlessness of
spirit which actuates the people of with backaches and dizzy headaches.
board of county commissioners, and
in Roswell, whereas the wick- New Mexico then the hearty and en- I had specks floating before my eyes
The Fastest Talker.
The fastest talker In the country is the county treasurer of Bernalillo edest city in the southwest is El Paso thusiastic response which has met the and I felt all tired out and miserable.
proclamation of the governor ordain I saw Foley Kidney Pills advertised
in Chicago in the person of H. B. county, in the matter of the controver- and it has been bo long since a boards
school
between
and
the
the
sy
but
none
that
was
there
an
ing the call of New Mexico day." The and got a bottle and took taem ac
derer
auctioneer who holds the
hanged
Throop,
to directions and results
idea has appealed strongly from the cording
record of selling horses in the stock commissioners over the existence of old timers can tie a proper necktie.
to be in the neighbor- Albuquerque Hrald.
p sum
Jump-of- f
to every city and commercial showed almost at once. The pain and
yards horse market faster than six hood of alleged in the
5,000
general deficiency
hundred in five hours better than
organization in the territory and every dizzy headaches left me, my eyesight
which they claim should be in
commercial became clear and today I can say I
100 an hour.
Another Editor Nailed.
community, newspaper,
Nowadays horses are fund,
Governor Mills is a man of activi- club or board of trade and thousands am a well woman, thanks to Foley
almost legal tender at the stock yards the general school fund.
The court notified the respondents ties.
'
of individual citizens have announced Kidney Pills. For sale by all drugmarket, for buyers and sellers from
give them until next
as that they will boost "Post Card Day" gists.
He has long been recognized
every state in the union meet there that he would
to
answer
an
to
file
the
gen- an able Jurist: is now an able execufor all it is worth.
and as a result the speed required of Monday
Already orders
Clovis Bank President Hurt
the auctioneer has steadily mounted eral and special facts alleged in the tive: is right in line to be an able sen. have been given for the publication
W. A. Foyil, president of the Clovis
until his talk is one uninterrupted petition for the alternative writ of ator.
of tens of thousands of special boost
clatter like that of a gatling gun for mandamus, and in default of answer
ing post cards to be sent out on June National Bank, and MIbs Daisy Kain-boBesides, he is ap HOle humorist.
hours at a stretch. Throop, a veter- he will issue judgment accordingly.
were thrown from a buggy on
He is qualified as the latter, at the 22. Dozens of newspapers will issue
was
given
yesterday Tucumcari
Judgment
an buyer and salesman, now holds the
last week telling either special editions or publish spe Sunday afternoon. Foyil had his leg
banquet
e
to the Hedges, Atkins,
long distance record for plain and fan- morning
About a man named Potts, who was t o cial feature articles; many papers broken in two places and his head inSupply Company against the
cy talking and his friends are backat one time in Pennsylvania will distribute free thousands of jured. Miss Rainbolt escaped injury.
Plumbing and Heating Com- popular
ing him against a Coney Island spiel- Standard
that three towns were named after copies on the condition that they are
the
same
for
of
$142.10,
this
city
pany
er, a Mississippi river steamboat mate
If you want anything on earth try
him: Pottsville, Pottstown and Cham to be mailed to persons outside of New
or a Pacific coast booster. Recently being given on a bill for goods, wares, bersburg.
Mexico who may be Interested in a New alexlcan Want Ad.
sold
delivered
and
to
be sold 540 horses in five hours, and and merchandise
That settles it, governor.
was just turning to go when he 'was the Standard Company.
You get our vote for senator. Obar
a suit
in
W.
W.
McClellan,
Justice
told that sixty more bead had come in
Progress.
for sale. In the open market, called brought against him by the National
the "bull ring," the horses, all num- Bank of Commerce yesterday, came Bill
Brogan Blushes for the Ladies.
Many people suffer from wc.V hearts. They may experi- '
bered and labeled, are sent past the into court and waiving all formalities
In his sermon Sunday Rev. C. O.
to
ence shortness of breath on exen.'
oain ovc the
amounting
Judgment
accepted
auctioneer at a run, whips cracking,
Methodist
of
Beckman
First
the
or dizzy feelings, oppressed breathing turer mean or iheir
the legal ad
bidders yelling and above it all the 1378.80, the $378.80onbeing
manner
church severely censured the
a $200 debt.
eyes become blurred, their heart is not sufficiently strong
and costs
high staccato of the auctioneer rat- ditions
to pump blood to the extremities, and they have cold hands
of dress of some of the women on the
on
a
hail
like
tin
bids
and feet, or poor appetite because of weakened blood aupply
roof,
and
tling
true
is
of
It
streets
Albuquerque.
LIKE
CRYING
FELT
to the stomach. A heart tonic and alterative should be taken
sales following so fast at times as to MRS. VEST
cenin
fashionable
of
that
the
many
28.
Mrs. Mary
t.
Walacle, Va., Dec.
Such is Dr. Pierce's Golden
which has no bad
keep three clerks nearly crazy to rewoour
of
ters
the
apparel
Medical Discovery, which contains no dangerous narcotics
cord the deals. When the placard Vest, of this place, "I hadn't been men wouldwearinginto
insignificance by
pale
nor alcohol.
"sold to be sound" is up the guarantee very well for three yeara, and at last
but some of the dresses
Tha In;
under oath, are Stone root (Cb'tosoaia Camadeo- is made good but otherwise shrewd I wag taken bad. I could not stand comparison,
U olden seal root (tlyarmtttt uaMta.
worn on the streets of Albuquerque
USMMM),Black
such
I
ached
bad
I
on
pains.
feet,
run
my
Sylvatlca).
Cherrybark IPrumoa Vlrriolaoal.
their
chances, having ex
buyers
are, to put it mildly, rather extreme.
ot (Podooiiyflum mtatuml. with trlole refined frlvcerine. nranared
like
all
I
the
over.
felt
all
crying
horses
the
amined
before they were
o
no
coura imitate.
a
in
Kienuiic
shirt
inai
way
lauoraiory
The
oruggisi
good
night
This tonio contains no alcohol to shrink up the red blood corpuscles ; but, on
brought to the ring. It is fast work, time. Mother insisted on my trying that mother used to wear is modest
feel
well, and do and artistic
horses which were in plow traces In Cardui. Now I
the other hand, it increases their number and they become round and healthy.
by comparison with some
No medIt helps the human system in the oonstant manufacture of rich, red blood. It
Iowa on one day being bought there nearly all my housework."
of the street gowns of the present
helps the stomach to assimilate or take up the proper elements from the food,
two days later at the high prices now icine for weak and ailing women,- has season.
Probably the effect of the
and many uncomthereby helping digestion and curing dyspepsia, heart-bur- n
been bo successful as Cardui. It goei minister's censure will not be appar
prevailing.
fortable symptoms, stops excessive tissue waste in convalescence from fevers ;
to the spot, relieving pain and di ent by a sudden reformation of dress
Twenty Thousand Homeless Men.,
for the
anaetnio,
people, the " Discovery " refreshing
Premature summer in Chicago has tress, and builcung I up wotnanlj in Albuquerque, but if he simply deand vitalizing. Stick to this safe and sane remedy, and refuse all " just as good
found 20,000 homeless 'men, most of strength, in a way that will surely sires to state
medicines offered by tha druggist who is looking lor a larger profit. Nothing
the facts the minister
them young men from the country please you. Only try !t once. .
but Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery win do you halt as much good.
has not strayed far from them. La-
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A Welcome Change

Smoke
up from the farmhouse
from the
chimney as the men are coming
pretty suggestion of a good
and
home.
comfortable
also
per
means a hot, tired woman, working hard over
a blazing
Your
with a New
can escape
Perfection
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Best of Food

Best of Beds

Cold Pure Spring
No Invalids

Water
$15 a Week

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Qhost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Write Pecos
Telegraph Glorieta
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purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
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"AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Phone

Santa Fe, N.M
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New Mexico , Military

Institute

lt

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers" detailed by War
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men (or college or business
lite. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every'
day, hut little rain or snow during the
season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
al. graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.

REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.

For particulars and Illustrated
talogues Address: .

ca-

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent
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POSTAL SAVINGS BANK.
The announcement that the postal
savings bank will be established at
Santa Ke by Postmaster E. C. Burke on
June 27, is merely in accordance with
the policy of the post office department to establish such banks in every
second class post office in the land.
By July l, practically every
lurge
town in tne territory outside of Albuquerque, which is in the first class,
will have such a bank. First class offices will not be given banks Until
congress makes an adequate appropriation for it is felt that the amount of
business done at first class offices
will necessitate the employment of
additional clerks, while at second class
offices no extra clerical help is needed
for the present. The establishment
of these banks in places like Santa Fe
iwill have no appreciable effect on
the banking or other business except
in time to inculcate habits' of thrift
from which all banks and all business
will profit. The two per cent interest
offered will be no inducement to small
depositors to draw their deposits out
of the banks which pay from three to
five per cent for time deposits. According to last reports, the postal savings bank at Raton, the one first e3
tablished in New Mexico, has only
about $!M0 on deposit although Raton
has a large payroll for coal miners
and railroad men. In towns like Santa Fe, where a number of healthseek-er- s
and transients, with prejudices
against banks, keep their little surplus money in the nhape of money orders, these will probably be converted
into postal savings certificates, but as
to deposits by wage earners there will
be none in this city, for Santa Fe has
no coal mines, no railroad shops, no
factories and the bank deposits comu
from businessmen, officials,
stockmen and will continue to be made In
the regular banks. There was no crying need for a postal savings bank in
Santa Fe, but as long as it will be established anyway, it should be the
means of inculcating habits of thrift
among people who heretofore have
never thought of laying by a penny
for the proverbial rainy day.

NEW MEXICAN

THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. ST URGES,
and Superintendent.
Editor and President
JOHN K. STAoFFER, Secretary-Treasurer.

Entered as Second Clas

Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Jleily, six months, by mall
Weekly, six months

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, per week, ly carrier
Daily, per mouth, by carrier... .75
.65
Dally, per month, by mail
7.00
Oaily, per year, by mail

Weekly, per year
Week'y, per quarter

$3.50
1.00
2.00
50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amonk the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
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THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Santa Fe, New Mexico

OF SANTA FE.

GENERAL AGENTS.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN I&70.

Fire Insurance
Surety Bonds,
Plate Glass Insurance,
Casualty Insurance,

Life Insurance,
Burglary Insurance,
Liability Insurance,
Disability Insurance.

EASY TO ANSWER IN BOSTON
Difference Between Answer to Problem in Trigonometry and Watering Standard Oil Stocks.

- $150,000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit .

Fraternal Societies
MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.

;

Transacts general tanking business In all Its branches.
Leans money en the moat favorable terms' on all kinds of
personal aid collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money traasmiting agency public ov private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects, as Is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound baaking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is
respectfully solicited.

euvering which regards New Mexico
THE STATEHOOD SITUATION
"Mr. Backbeigh, I shall ask you to
It is certain, had it not been for merely as a pawn in the game, the
Regular communitel! me the difference between evolcation first Monday
the trip of four New Mexico Demo- - Democrats have put it squarely up to
of each month at
ving the correct answer to a problem
crats to Washington to delay state- - the president. The provision for a
Arizona's recall will
in trigonometry and the successful
Masonic - Hall at
hood, that New Mexico would at this reconsideration of
7.30.
time'be in the midst of its first state enable Taft to save his face and save
watering of Standard Oil stocks."
beMexico."
"I am unable to differentiate
H. H. DORM AN,
campaign. These four patriots sue- New
New Mexico's plea was well put in
tween the two, Mr. Kahmun; will you
Master
ceeded in securing delay, but how long
be kind enough to inform me what CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.
that delav only time will tell. Del- - a speech made by Congressman
is the distinction between evolving the
Andrews and his friends are zer of New York, when he said:
correct answer to a problem in trig"I am a friend of the people of
Santa Fe Chapter No.
working assiduously to counteract the zona
onometry and the successful flotation
and of New Mexico, and I want
of these four Democrats
Regular
1, R. A. M.
of Standard Oil securities not repreconvocation second
who somehow secured the support of to do all I can to protect their rights
a
in
increase
senting
corresponding
the Democratic majority of the House and promote their general welfare. For
Monday of each month
tne assets of the corporation?"
at Masonic Hall at
and spiked the statehood guns. But years these good people have been
"
"The one is a solution and the oth7:30 p. m.
President Taft yesterday, assured sev-- knocking at the doors of Congress for
er is an emulsion."
eral representatives, Delegate An-- ! justice, for relief, for their rights, and
JOHN H. WALKER.
"Ladies
eminent
and
the
gentlemen,
drews and
Curry, that he the Congress has turned to them a
H. P.
lecturer
and
Prof.
Ticklowell,
essayist,
would sign the House resolution even deaf ear. They are American citizens,
will proceed hereupon to read a few ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
American
of
want
and
the
rights
they
though it is a direct slap at him and
excerpts from his latest work, a brocitizens.
.
the Republican party.
chure on Emerson's exultant and inSanta Fe Commander
-- "The people of New Mexico and ArThus one stumbling block on which
spiring declaration, 'Sooner or later wammmrm. No'. IV K.' T. Regular
William Vaughn, Prop. that which is now life shall be poetry,
conclave fourth Monthe four Democrats had relied to put izona want to govern themselves. They
and every fair and manly trait shall
month
at
in
each
off statehood after the next presiden- want statehood, and they should be
day
One
Best Tfiotels in the
add a richer 'strain to the song!"
Masonic Hall at 7:30
tial election is out of the way. The admitted as states. The people of Arto
want
make
Mexico
New
and
entire proposition is now up to the izona
p. m.
ROOMSis SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH
adMEAN MAN.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
Senate, which unfortunately is equally their own laws. They should be
CuUine and
w. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
divided between progressives and con- mitted as states. For 40 years they
Large Sample
Table Service
Boom for Comservatives, and there is the ditch in have been begging Congress for this
40
years
Santa Fe Lodge of
which the reactionary Democrats will fundamental right, and for
Unexcelled
mercial Travelers
Perfection No. 1, 14th
make theu- last stand against state- Congress has closed to their appeals
the doors of opportunity, of equal NO MILITARY CASTE IN AMERICA.
degree. Ancient and
hood at tli '3 time.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
of justice, and of statehood.
cepted Scottish Rite of
rights,
The hearts of the American people
The Albuquerque Morning Journal,
must they wait? will warm
Free Masonry meets on
How much
to President Taft for
like the New Mexican, has been con- The refusal longer
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PROTECT YOUR EYESl
.At this season of the year the glare is unusually ' severe on the eyes,
as Is the. dust.- - pi course, we Jtnow thatjt ' mere Inflammation of the
eyes Is not trachoma, ascertain M&tof Of the Indian service notwithstanding. But we must reduce the amount of light that pours
in through the windows and for that purpose we have some yery desirable SILK GAUGE 50 INCH WIDE GREEN CURTAINS. Seeing
them is liking them. We also have some calsomin and paints suited
to decorate the home, inside and outside. Call on us and we will
show you our furniture, too.
"AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE CO.

R

EXPERT EMBALMERS

his young son with measles.
Judge Roberts and his family expect
ed to pass through Las Vegas today
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The woman of today who has good
health, good temper, good sense,
bright eyes and a lovely complexion,
ther esult of correct living and good
digestion, wins the admiration of the
world.
If your digestion is faulty
Chamberlain's Stomach anu Liver I
Tablets will correct it. For sale by
all dealers.
i
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Dr. W, , E. Garrison, president
of
RibB. July 8,07
Sept 8.02
the New Mexico Agricultural College enz
at Mesilla Park, came to town yester-!WOOL MARKET
He was joined
day from Santa Fe
St. Louis, June 6.Wool, unchanged,
here last night by his family, and all Trrltorv
a'nd western
went west last night for California
20
fine mediums,
1718
where the summer vacation will be .fine
1216.
spent. Albuquerque Journal.
kl V CO i JTm
Ernest L. Blumenschein is planning
Kansas City, Mo., Junr 6. Cattle
toMKi in Taos this summer for further
Market steady to
Receipts, 8,000.
work in painting. With him will come strong
Native
"southern
southern steers,
? celeb!r1fd'
Cfr!ef
. . r.
F. San cows ana. . .. $4.005.70;
native
hellers,
?3.004.50;
ders, secretary of the business men's cows and
stockheifers,
league of St. Loui, and Mr. Kajievari, ers and' feeders, $2.755.00;
$4.005.40; bulls,
a Japanese photographer. Taos Val$3.755.00; calves, 4.007.50; westley News.
ern steers, $4.756.10; westerns cows,
Among the late arrivals at Ojo
$3.004.75.
Hot Springs, Taos county, are:
Hogs Receipts,
Market
18,000.
Charles Wilton, Servilleta, N. M.; W. five
cents higher. Bulk of sales, $5.90
Colton, Antonito, Colorado; J. D. War- rrr, i im
- nAc,
hmvu
packers
fo.mo.ao;
l-- 2
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If you wan: anything on
New Mex'can Want Ad.
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frequently
trodden by those

Here's the shoe you have been reading so much about
theraiigadnss the "Boy Scout" the shoe that has
taken the country by storm. Never has a shoe created
so much excitement never has a shoo created such a
sudden tremendous demand a3 the great "Boy Scout".
Shoe now ia town and ready for your inspection,
,

Wonders for Lively Boys

Ata S
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"Boy Scouts" are the "classiest" shoes ever
made for rough and tumble wear. Ther outwear
two or inree pairs 01 ordinary snoes. just mo
ticket for baseball, running, jumping or
anv outdoor sport. Jivery Doy wno nas
seen them is crazy for a pair. v

slight. The Druggists themselves are
largely dependent
upon the manufacturer for the quality
of chemicals dispensed. For that
reason, we use
Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.

'

i

-

gen-jerall- y

.50

0

The "BOY" SCOUT SKoe
The soles are made from Elk Sole vour stockings and hurt yonr feet.
Leather the toughest and best sole.7'
"Boy Scouts'' are the coolest and
most healthful shoes vou could
leather there is. Our secret process
of tannage makes them wear from two Tho Sole are put on so good you
to three times aa tongas commonsolcs. - can't pull them loose no matter how
And they're the best shoe you could
rough you are.
Just tell yourfolks about them, boys.
get for your feet, too. They're made
especially for growing feet and feel They'll want youto have a pair.
fine the minute you put them on. The
JJaybe your pa will want a Pair, too.
uppcrsare made from Elk Skin Leather Ask him to bring yon in and look at
and are as soft as Kloves. There them himself. He'll be
just as
are no linings to riD aDart. tear
as you ere.

WE HAVE FRESH CONSIGNMENTS
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EVERY TEN DAYS
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Will enable you

TO

BUY

AT

HOME

Lace Curtains

AmJ

Yi

Butt Bros.

Bed Spreads

Table Linens

For Saturday June 3

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.

COMMENCEMENT!

Notiiinf Can be More Appropriate.

Beautiful Designs of Sterling Silver Picture Frames Colognes
'
Trays Lockets Chains Silver Deposit Wire.

Sandwich

DRUGGISTS

:

161

-

H. C. YONTZ,

!

ff,

j

i

TRY ME

Co.

"Always Reliable"

.

sav money

I can give you ideas.

Phone

:

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Our Saturday Special Sales

knowledge of medicinal chemicals is

.

Colors
Olive, Tan
and Elack

iff

These goods are used in all the Harvey Hotels, the Frisco
system, and most of the large hotels in the country. If it
FAYS THEM to use this line it certainly will PAY YOU

whose scientific

D. Vigil
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H
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$5.95

and Miguel Sanchez of Cone
Sheep Receipts 10,000.
Market
jos, Colorado, and Jose M. Trujillo,
steady. Muttons, $J.504.25; lambs,
and Robert Staples of Antonito,
$5.507.00; fed wethers and yearlings,
fed western ewes, $3.00
The commencement program of Le $3.755.00;
3.80.
high university at South Bethlehem,
Chicago, 111., June 6 Cattle ReFa., this year shows among the names
of those who submit for deerees ceipts, 2,500. Market steady. Beeves,
the name of Felix Frank
Trot- $5.156.50; Texas steers $4.505.50;
ter, Jr., of this city, whose
sub western steers, $4.705.50; stockers
ject in application for the degree of and feeders, $3.855.bo: cows and
civil engineer is "Flow of Under heifers, $2.405.S0: calves. JS.OOtffl
ground Water at the Friedensvllle
Zinc Deposit." Albuquerque Journal.
Hogs Receipts 10,000. Market
five cents higher. Light, $5.85
C.17
Middle Aged and Elderly .People.
mixed $5.806.15; heavy
Use Foley Kidney Pills for quick and $5.656.19; rough $5.655.85; good to
permanent results in all cases of kid choice heavy, $5.856.10; pigs, $5.60
ney and bladder troubles, and for 610; bulk of sales, $6.006.1G.
painful and annoying
Irregularities.
Sheep Receipts, 15,000.
Market
For sale by all druggists.
steady to strong. Natives $3.004.50;

trj

Store
Drug
most
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Teas and Coffees

MANUEL R. OTERO,

RIBS.

July, 637-8Sept, 54
Oats July, 36
Sept. 36
Pork. July 14.90; Sept. 14.55.
T
Ldai it July 8.22
Sept. 8.02
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San Francisco

x

Street

t

Night Phone Red 58

,

Good Luck Charm FREE

Pflueger,

v

FIRE, LIGHTNING,

Ask

n&raS".

pairoi-Do- y
wim
Scout" Shoes you buy. And it's a dandy. every
Lcoks
like the picture io the corner of this an, only itsomething
is bright
oad shiny, like a gold piece-a- nd
it stays bright, too. Makes
fine priie for winners of ball games,
races, etc.
"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right aways if
jron don t you'll have to wait untH we can send for more.

Mil

Is Your Automobile Protected Against

The Shoe Man

oi

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

EXPLOSION,

About the Automobile Policy Issued by

THE COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE

CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING

Santa

Fe

Phone Black

Abstract, Realty

&

fig)

No. 229

Residence

THAT

SUMMER

and Full Assortment of
Latest in Hand Color
ing Post Cards.

New

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

Insurance Agency.

OUTING

Unique San

Juan Potter;
Artistic
Framing.

309 San Francisco

Santa F&fTrail Curio Company

Street

San Francisco Street.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
'

CONTINUOUS

SERVICE

DAY

AND

SOLE AGENTS
FOR

'

WIRE

UP

THOSE

DARK

PLACES

Electric Irons That Stay Hot

Electric Toasters
Heaters and Percolaters
Water
v
'
-

'.

t srflfl.',

I'll'1

r

1

.

HATS

MEXICAN

SIGN WRITING

COMPANY

First Class Work Guaranteed
Phone Black No. 52

FOR

Santa Fe Water and Light Company'

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric
Chafing Dishes
Electric
Tea Pots

i

i
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Before taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
Xatick, Mass. "I cannot express
wnat i went tiirougii during the change
ot me before i tried

50

155
130

.

Ar
Kaioii.N'.M
Ollfton House X' M....
RPreston

10 15
9 49

8J5
9

....

05

mm

8 20
8 02
7 45

Oerrososo

Lv
Olmarron
Ar am
Olmarron
Nash
Harlan
Ute Park N. M...Lv

8 27

C.

4:38

.

pm

....

a. m.
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. '& G. M.,

G. DEDMAN,

Superintendent.

F. M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

rrom zania re and pts NewM- ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
,

MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

EAST

THE
BEST

OR

WEST

ROUTE

For rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX,

a- -

f. &

a nervous condition
I could not keep

still.
My limbs
were cold.
had

sensations,
Js'ifi. :creey
and I could not sleep
b'faErtt'tsi
1
was iinally
nignts'
wHAtCm
I

6 17
6 00

lOonnecta at dolfax with K. P. A S. W. Ry, train both North' and'South.'H
SStage tor Van Houton N, M. meets trains at Preston N.lM.;
Stage leaves Ute Park. N. M., for Klizabethlown, N. M.. at 9:00 .. m, dally except
undsys, Fare ti uu one way $3.50 round trip; llfty pound baggajte carrtod free.
Des Moines. S, M- for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from the
O. & 9. train leave

th at

"jr-- i

T

6 35

pm

v

p. Agent,

EI Paso Texas.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

VBkk

icians that I "also
had a tumor. I read
one day of the wonderful cures matb
E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
by Lydia
Compound and decided to try it,
and it has made me a well woman.
My neighbors and friends declare il
had worked a miracle for me. Lydir.
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
worth its weight in gold for women
during this period of life. If it will
help others you may publish my,
letter. "Mrs. Nathan B. (Skkato:,-01 X. Main Street, Natick, Mass.
The Change of Life is the most criti-pn- l
period of a woman's existence.
Women everywhere should remember
that there is no other remedy known
to medicine that will so successfully
carry, woinon through this trying
period rs Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

If you vreuVd like special advice
r.bout your case write a confidential! letter to Mrs. Pinkliaiti, at
Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free,
and al way.' helpfuL

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.
W. D. Murray, Silver City ; Richard
Dunn, Gascon; Josiah Perkins, Moun- tainair; Ellsworth Ingalls, Atchison,
Kas.: J. A. Eaton, Las Vegas, C. A.
Carruth. Antonito.
Montezuma.
Dr. and Miss Rolls, City; Rex Cow
ley, Denver; J. W. Reid. Memphis;
Harold Brook, Buckroan; L. J. Hars- ley, St. Paul; P. W. Wolfe, Wichita;
Mrs. Ross McMillan, City; G. H. Kin- kel. East Las Vegas; .T. H. Martin,
City; C. C. Hovis, Atlanta, Ga.; W. A.
Hohner, St. Louis: J. D. Johnson, Al
buquerque: F. V. Drake. Hodges.
Coronado.
Charles Mench, Brooklyn; J. A. Gar
cia, Conejos, Colo.; Fidel Ortiz, Las
Vegas; F. L. Tracy, Chicago; G. A.
Rosenblatt, Denver.

PIO GRANDE

He Did Not Swipe Two Rocky Moun
tain Canaries That Allan
Had Lost,
Albuquerque. N. M., June 6. "I am
(Scenic Line of the World)
not after publicity but when a man is
described in the papers as a burro
thief it at least ought to be corrected,
FROM SANTA
ROUND
said George Pope of this city yester
day. A small item iu the Santa Fe
TO- correspondence of this paper yester
day said that Pope had been arrest
ed by Collier of the mounted police
for stealing burros. A copy of an Estancia paper of Thursday shows that
Fope was arraigned charged with ap
propriating two Rocky Mountain Ca
naries belonging to Allan McGillivray
the sheep man; but. that Justice How
ell found no evidence to that effect.
It did not appear that Pope had seen
the burros or had them in his posses
sion and the costs were assessed
against the plaintiff. According to
All
Low
rope's story some sheep men camped
on his 320 acre' homestead near
while he was away and burned
On
up his dugout. It appears that this
is an outcropping of the old enmity
1
31
between the sheep man and the homesteader which has characterized the
Tickets and Reservations at
fijg
advent of the farmer into the southwestern range. Pope who now makes
'
New Mexican Building or Union Depot
his home here declares it was a case
of malicious prosecution and said yesbefore the Territorial Supreme Court terday he was going to consult a lawPROFESSIONAL CARDS
Off ce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M yer at once regarding a counter action on this charge. "Anyhow," said
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Pope yesterday, "you can tell 'em 1
am
not a horse thief or even a burro
Attorneys-at-La4
in ue Dlstn t court as thief."
Practice
PAUL A. P. WALTER
well as before the Supreme Court of
Attorney-at-LaBERMUDA ONIONS IN THE
the territory.
New
Mexico
Santa Fe,
RIO GRANDE VALLEY.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces,
the
Eagle Pass, June 2. While
WILLIAM McKEAN
Eagle Pass district has not been conPROBERT & COMPANY
sidered a Bermuda onion producing
Attorney-at-LaInvestments
section in the past, this year that loMining and Land Law.
Laids, Mines, Bonds A Stocks.
New Mexico.
cality comes to the front with the best,
Taos,
Loaned
Investors
for
Money
of onions shipped from the state
We have for sale general stocks of grade
and upon the whole, the most profita
C. W. G. WARD
Retail Lumber Yard ble yield. The production at this point
Merchandise,
Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties and other Business Opportunities proves that the entire Rio Grande
Taos county.
and the valleys of tributary
New Mexico. throughout
La a Vegas,
Bank References Furnished
streams are the best Bermuda lands in
New Mexico. the world and that the
Chas. R. Easley. Taos,
Chas. F. Easley.
production of
this vegetable will increase annually
EASLEY & EASLEY.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
in value.
While the crop this year
Attorneys at Law.
. Practice in the courts and before Veterinary Physician and Surgeon. waa several hundred cars greater
Graduate of McKillep s Veterinary than last year, the demand for Texas
Land Department.
College of Chicago.
Land grants and titles examined.
grown Bermudas has been sharpened
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
and prices have ruled, higher than in
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-ciDentistry a Specialty
1910. Farmers in the Eagle Pass disN. M.
Office: East side of plaza, corner trict are much elated over their sucFrisco
and
oi
Sts.
Shelby
cess and are already declaring for a
E. C. ABBOTT
Phone Red 138.
Attorney-at-Lalarger area next year.
Practice in the District and SuKARL FLEISCHER
KANSAS WOMAN HELPLES8
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
Artis
Lawrence, Kas. Mr. J. F, Stone,
attention given to all business.
134 Calle de Vargas
of this city, says, ' My wife suffered
New Mexico
Santa Fe.
Santa Fe, N. M. for ten years from womanly
troubles,
HARRY O. MOULTON
during two years of which she was
F. S. Rexford, 615 New York Life totally helpless. She was examined
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had by many physicians, some of whom
Attorney-at-Lad severe attack of a cold which set- gave her up to die. Finally she betled in my back and kidneys and 1 gan to take Cardui, and since then
was in great pain from my trouble. has greatly improved in health. The
'
A friend recommended Foley Kidney tonic,
Santa Fe, N. M.
strengthening, and restorative
Pills and I used two bottles of them effects of Cardui, the woman's tonic,
and they have done me a world of on the womanly constitution, am tha
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
I
moat vnluahln finalities
nf this nnnn.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty good." For sale by all druggists.
;
lar medicine. Cardui acts specificalG. W. PRICHARD
ly on the womanly constitution. Half
Albuquerque Abolishes Red Light
The city council of Albuquerque has a century of success proves that CarAttorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court' unanimously decided to abolish the dui will do all that is claimed fpr
and gives special attention to cases Red Light district of Albuquerque.
Try it for your trouble.

TRIP

FE

Detroit
$ 60.35
Pueblo
$ 16.35
St. Louis
44.35
St. Paul $ 50.35

Atlantic City $ 85.35
$ 50.35
Chicago

Colo.

Springs $ 18.15

$ 21.10

Denver

Correspondinly

June

Rates to
Sale Daily

-

Other Points

to September 30, Limit October

jj

giyjj'j

"attorneys at law
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An advertising booklet was dropped
on my desk recently. I cannot recall
now from whence it came, for I would
Just Foolin'.
like to give due credit to its author
There is too much "foolin' around"
for the following gem which I clipped
on this statehood proposition.
What
from its pages:
New Mexico would like to see is an
"No advertising is NOT a game
election for state officers and not so
"Nor Is it A GAMBLE.
"It is the powerful essence of selling many "caucuses, conferences and reHerald.
which, when handled in a practical, ports." Albuquerque
mmm
SANE manner, creates MORE BUSIBird in the Hand.
NESS, lowers SELLING COST, elimA
in
bird
g
inates the
the hand is worth two in
introductory
work of your salesmen.
the hush as far as statehood is con"Shorn of the mystery that many cerned. At present all of New Mexiattempt to put about It, advertising co's birds are in the bush; there is a
without waste and extravagant the- bare chance we may pot the one in
ories is your greatest trade builder.
the nearest bush. Albuquerque Jour"Forget the idea that it takes big nal.
nioney to advertise.
"SWEEP ASIDE the awesome veil An Active Governor Who Has the
that makes a valuable trade builder
of New Mexico at Heart.
seem a mystery.
After a number of years of calami
"INVESTIGATE advertising as you
would investigate the claims of a big ties and disappointments on the part
salesman covering the wide world as of the Republican party, in respect to
the executives who have occupied the
his territory.
"Then you'll be starting on the right governor's chair, it seems that after
track.
ample proof, the Republican party, we
to opinion
"You'll see that judicious advertis- are sure, and according
ing is PRACTICAL AND PROFIT- generally expressed, hafl finally filled
ABLE."
that office most satisfactorily with our
This is sound doctrine.
present governor, Hon. William J.
And let me add to the above the Mills, who has occupied the executive
following from MR. JOHN WANA- - chair now for over a year and a halt
MAKER:
hav"If there is one enterprise on earth and who has been very popular,
that a 'quitter' Bhould leave severely ing given, so far, absolute satisfaction
in the position which he now occupies,
alone it is advertising.
To make a
success of advertising one must be to all the people, regardless of party
disprepared to STICK like a barnacle on lines. He is very active in thesatischarge of his duties not being
a boat's bottom.
"ADVERTISING DOES NOT JERK; fied in remaining at the capital with
IT' PULLS. It begins very gently at his work, but journeys to the different
first, but the pull is steady. It In- parts of New Mexico and mingles and
creases day by day and year by year,
until it exerts an irresistible power."
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
What's the use of people talking
Sealed proposals will be received
foolishly about advertising?
IT ALWAYS PAYS WHEN IT IS by the County Commissioners of SanDONE RIG It T.
ta Fe County, New Mexico, up to
Why should not every man who has twelve o'clock noon on Saturday, the
1st day of July, 1911, for furnishing
something to sell advertise?
And don't forget that advertising all material and constructing three
creates a market for brains as well as bridges in said county, located as folfor things to eat and to wear.
lows:
Professional men will advertise
One Bridge over the Santa Fe river
some day just as successful MER- on Canon
Road within the limits of
CHANTS do today.
the City of Santa Fe.
One bridge over the Galisteo river
A
CURING
SICK BUSINESS near the town of Galisteo.
One Bridge over the Galisteo river
Same Principles Needed to Put It near the town of Los Cerrillos.
Back on Profitable Basis as If
All the material and work shall be
Treating Human Ills.
furnished and done in accordance
with the
and
now
The manager of a store put up an on file inplans officespecifications
of the County
the
advertising proposition to bis board of Clerk at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
directors, which meant the expenditure of nearly $10,000 more in the year where they may be seen and examined and copies procured.
than they had ever spent before.
Each hid must be accompanied by
One of the directors, with very decided views, opposed carrying out the a certified checK in the sum of 10 per
Said
plan to the extent proposed, on the cent of the amount of bid.
that it represented TOO check to be drawn upon some solvent
ground
in Santa Fe
MUCH MONEY, and wanted it cut bank doing business
flown about half.
county, New Mexico.
Parties desiring so to do may also
The manager, fortified by the other
directors, fought hard to have his submit plans end prices of their own,
plan approved of. Finally, in despera- and the Board of Commissioners retion, he said to the objecting director: serve the right to reject any and all
"IF YOU WERE
SICK YOU bids or to accept any bid made that
WOULD CALL ONE OF THE BEST in their judgment is for the best inDOCTORS YOU COULD GET.
terest of Santa Fe County, New Mex"Now, I have employed the BEST ico.
ADVERTISING DOCTOR in the counI. SPARKS,
try, who has submitted this plan.
Chairman of the Board.
"To me it is INTELLIGENT and GEORGE W.
ARMIJO,
will cure our business ills. Just at
Clerk of the Board.
the present time our business Is sick.
"Now if a doctor prescribed for you,
Foley's Kidney Remedy.
and you went to a druggist who told U
for
particularly recommended
you it would cost $5 to fill the pre- chronic
cases of kidney and bladder
scription, would you say to the drug trouble.
It tends to regulate and congist:
trol the kidney and bladder actions
, " T don't want to spend more than
and is healing, strengthening and brac$2.50 on that prescription
just ing. For
sale by all druggists.
WEAKEN THE PARTS
and I will pay you $2.50 for It!'
Notice for Publication.
"If you did this THE MEDICINE
WOULD NOT BE EFFECTIVE and
Department of the Interior,
you would not get well.
"The same PRINCIPLE applies to
Coal Land.
t
this advertising plan of ours. It has
May 4, 1911,
Notice is herehv ?ivon that Atr!.
got to be a whole cathartic instead of
a half one."
pina Delgado de Gonzales, of Santa
.
This presentation of the matter Fe. N. M.. Who nn Anrll 13 1QAC
brought round the objecting director. made homestead entry, No.
He withdrew his objections and the
for Lots 3 and 4, SW.
NW.
advertising will be put out as planned- Sec. 4, SE.
NE.
Sec. 5,
Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final five
year Proof, to es- When you find a town where f
merchants are advertising lib- - 1 tauiisn claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver,
erally you find a town where
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe. N. M..
they are doing a good business.
A The advertising will cell the ft on the 6th day of July, 1911.
2 Claimant names as witnesses:)
goods.
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanisiao Pena,
Agustin Montova.
all of Galisteo, N. if.
The Difference. "
MANUEL R. OTERO,
C. E. Brett, an advertising man of
Register.
Buffalo, says:
"Advertising is essential to selling
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
goods. Take the case of a department store which opened in a nearby
(Coal Land.)
town not long ago with the avowed Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa
Intention of succeeding without the
Fe, N. M.
aid of newspaper advertisements. For
May 4, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Cornelia
a time all seemed to go well; but It
was a mushroom growth, and that Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
store has failed. And the reason for ipni ij, 1906, made homestead entry
this is that the newspaper tells Its No.
for SW
NW
NE
N.
story to half a million persons, while t SE
SW
section 5,
the salesman talks to a dozen."
township 14 N., range 9 E., N. 'M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five
Small Words.
year proof, to esNever use a big word when a small tablish claim to the land above described, before register or receiver, U.
one will do the work.
Work along the lines of least resiat. S. land office at Santa Fe, NV M., on
the 6th day of
ance.
July 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Small, simple words are understood
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanisiao Pena,
by the masses.
Make your advertising simple.
Agustin Montoya, and Joae Ortiz y
The advertiser who can state the Pino, all of Galisteo. N. M.
most facts in the fewest words is the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
most successful.
Register.
It's meat which counts. Com m ei
clal Union.
x
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TIME TABLE ALL

LOCAL TRAINS
The Chugwatera.
"Josiah, what is a spite fencer"
The following are the Urns tables
"Any barbed wire fence'. If you'd
tse your intellect once in a while you of the local railroads:
wouldn't have to ask ma these childLeave
'.
ish questions."
8.10 a. m. connect with No 2 west
bound, No. io eastbound.
Returning arrive u Santa Fe 12:10

p. m.
Always In So.
She I don't see anything pretty in
.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1,
the new spring hats.
.''
He I do.
;.!.::
Returning arrive at Santa Fa, 6;I0
He What do you tee worth looking
p. m.'
.::,;'..
...
at in them?
7:20 p. m. conect with No, 7 and
Ha ThflJacea.
-

west-bonnd-

-'

. '.

':'''

communicates with the people in all
sections of our great domain; he
himself on what is going on and
as to the actual necessities of each
place and community and does his
best to attend to that want in conformity with the wishes of the people.
This, in fact, is of much benefit to us
as we have an executive In Governor
Mills who uses the rules of his long
experience in his residence in New
Mexico, which is near to 30 years, and
where he posseses all his interests in
cluding his family, property, friends,
acquaintances and aspirations for his
bright future, and, with a level, legal
mind carries the burdens of a chtef
executive with dexterity and security.
Governor Mills occupied a position
which we believe is much higher
than that of governor, for more than
12 years.
That was as chief justice
on the supreme bench of the
territory
of New Mexico, and during
that
lengthy term his legal decisions we're
impartial, honest and just, which today are looked upon as
authority
points of law which rule this great
state and which are accepted in other
states as fundamental laws which
should Ue observed. During his term
Judge Mills won the appreciation and
respect of the people in general end
his judicial character was unblotched.
This is the kind of a citizen which
does honor to one's state and government, and the future is keeping in
store larger and greater honors for
our governor.- - La Bandera Americana.

9

.

FOR SALE Seven room house,
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma ayenue.
LOST A silver open face watch
with leather fob and brass deer head.
Finder will return to this office and
receive reward.
FOR SALE Perfectly gentle mare
with colt, good under saddle, drive
single or double. Good family horse.
Address Box 173, or see O. E. Scho-fielat the New Mexican.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies,
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Ali repair work and typewriters guar-

anteed.

Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone 231.

change.

PUBLIC LAND SCRIP

Arizona.

Freight Cars Derailed. ,
Half a dozen Santa Fe cars were derailed yesterday in the Santa Fe yards
at Albuquerque and blockaded traffic
tor almost two hours.

Every

No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Returning arr'v at Sama Fe 11:10

SvaV A

M

i

uirei5u;o ana etaoatd know

MARVEL Whirling Spray
osi conven
upst
ient. It cleanse

D. & R. G. Ry.

Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
Arrive 'S; 35 P. m. from north.

.L--

If

ttA

nn rli'im..l.Ml
a
viuuMiKigiiuiii,
mnnK thA
I , accept no

M A II V

New Mexico Central Ry.
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No.
east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections
3

Scrip will

Hil-dret-

westbound;

from No.

Ex-

pass title to government land without
"ttlement, residence or cultivation.
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
procured in any other manner. By
use, of scrip costly, tedious and dangerous contests may be averted. Write
today for full particulars. Fen S.
210 Fleming Bldg., Phoenix,

P. m.

2

3

FOR RENT Six roomed house, fur
nished or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzki.
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California
Notice in
(riven that the lands
below, embracing
acres, within
National forests,
New Mexico, will be subject to settlement
and entry under the provisions of the homestead luwsof the l'nlted States and the act
of June 11. 19(16 (34 Stat. , 233). at the United
States land office at Santa Ke. New Mexico,
on July 25, 1911. Any settler who was actually and in Kood faith claiming any of said
lands for agricultural purposes prior to January 1, 1906, and has not abandoned same,
has a preference right to make a homestead
entry for the lands actually occupied. Said
lands were listed upon the applications of
the persons mentioned below, who have a

Excursions,

t lie .Je niez Hint Manzano

preference right subject to the

right
of any such settler, provided suchprior
settler or
applicant is qualified to make homestead
and
the
is
entry
preference right exercled

June 5,
J)

6, & 10 to 22,

1ft San Diego or
Los Angeles

0d,)

C i C 1A San Francisco
$10,&)
or Oakland

prior to July 25, 1911 on which date the lands
will be subject to settlement and entry by Going and returning via direct lines,
any qualified person. The lands are as follows: ThcNKKofNWMof MWM of SWVi, CCC AA Portland and return
the W'Mr of EV4 of HV!4 of 8WV4, the SEH of
NK!4of SWWof BWM, the KV4 of KK of tpuu.UU
via direct lines,
KWM of 8WH, the WVj of SWW of 8EV4 of
SWVi. the S!i of NW& of HKV, of SWM, Sec.
Go'"? 0,e way via
13, the NKV4 of NGVi of N WW of N WW, Sec. C17
24 T18 N
K. 3 K..N. M.M., 32.50 acres, apPU.UU
San Francises
Don
of
Saw
New
of
telle,
Jeraez,
plication
A tract of 23.75 acres
Mexico: Ilst
within unsurveyed but what will probably
Return limit Sept. 15th, 1911
be, when surveyed, Sec 35, T. 12 N., R 6 K.,
described by metes and bounds as follows:
I
corner
No.
a
1,
sand stone
Beginning at
marked H. 1, whence the six miles stone of
San Pedro Grant bears 8. 33' E. 3.20 chains
and S. 69 30' K. 2.92 chains, and W. H. 1.
carved in log on corner of bouse bears N. 4'
30 K. 1 35 chains: extending thence N.
thence N. 73' W. 163 chains;
H. S. Lutz,
thence N.25' K',2 95chaius; thence N.26' W.
Agent,
20 chains; thence N 4" 30' W. 8.97 chains;
83"
4.74
8
W.
8.
thence
thence S. W.
chains,
18 chains: thence S. 50
K. 16.64 chains;
Santa Fe, N. M.
thence 8.38 15 K . 4.87 chains to the place
of beginning. Variation 13' 30' K. Said tract
was listed upon the application of Jose O.
Oandelaria. of San Pedro. New Mexico. List
S. V. PROUDK1T. Assistant Commissioner of the General Land Office. Approved May 2, MM. FRANK PIERCE, First
Assistant Secretary of the Interior.

Illustrated Literature by
Applying to

Summer

TOURIST
Notice is hereby given that the lands described below, embracing 365.95 acres, within
the Jemez National Forest, New Mexico, will
j
be subject to settlement and eytry under the
of the homestead laws of the Totted
g revisions
tates and the act of June II, 1906 (34 Stat.,
233), at the United States land office at Santa
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1st, 1911
Fe, New Mexico, on July 25, 1911. Any settler
who was actually and in good faith claiming
From
any of said lands for agricultural purposes
prior to January 1. 1908, and has not abandoned
N. M.
same, has a preference right to make a home-Ntea- d
entry for the lands actually occupied.
Said lands were listed upon the applications of
the persons mentioned below, who Lave a preference right subject to the prior right of any
such settler, pnn ided such set tler or applicant
is qualified to make homestead entry and the
right is exercised prior to July 25,
preference
191 1, on which date the lands will be
subject to
settlement and entry by any qualified
person
The lands embrace a tract of 14 45 acres with
In See 15. T. 18 N. R. 4 E., N. M. M., described
by metes and bound as follows: Beginning at
the Forest Serctee Mouument, a porphyry
rock marked FSM. H. 1, set in mound o' ston'e
on rooky point between left forkof Pino Canon
and Buck's Canon about 4 chains up creek
from eonfluence of said canons, whence the
southeast corner of cabin bears N. 7f- - 45 W 2
78 chains: extending thence N. 52 W. 19 chains;
thence S. 73' W. 18 chains; thence S. 5 chains;
thence N. 78' E. 18 chains: thence S. 49' 46" E.
19.60 chains: thence N. 6 chains to the
placrlof
beginning. Variation 13- - 30' E. Said tract was
listed upon the application of B. F. Bruce, of
Bland, New Mexico: List
The EU of
York-$76.3- 5
NWyt, the NW!4 of NWVi. the
of SWVI ol
NWVc, the NVi of NW4 of SWVi ot NWy, the
SWMof SWi, of NEV4, the N of NWVi of
NWVi, of SEVi. Sec. 13, T. 21) N., R. IE.. 160
-'acres, application of E. C. Phillips, of Monte
Vista, Colorado; List 8 931. A tract of 169
acres within unsurveyed but what will probably be, when surveyed, See 84, T. 20 N., R. 6 E,
described by metes and bounds as follows: BeCOLORADO
ginning at corner No. I. a granite stone marked
R. I, whence the
corner on the east side Denver
$21.10
i
of the Baca Location No. I, bears S. It chains: Colorado
Springs
18.15
extending thence N. 66 chains; thence E. 30
chains; thence S. 60 chains; thence S. 80' W. P"blo
...16.35
80. 74 chains to the
place of beginning. Varia, Low
rates to many other principal
tion 13 E. Said tract was listed upon the application ot George M. White, of Espanola. points in the United States, Canada
New Mexico: List
The NWVi of NWVi
of SWVi the SVt of NEVi of NWVi. of SWVi. the and Mexico.
NEVi of SEVi of NWViofSWVitheNViotSWVi
Liberal stop-ove- r
privileges.
of NEVi of SWVi. the SEVi of SWVi of NEVi of
Return limit, October 31st, 1911.
SWVi. Sec. 23, the NVi ot NEVi of NEVi of
SEVi, the SEVi of NEVi of NEVi of SEft, Sec,
For
further particulars see any
26, T. 18 N., R. 8 E.. 82.50 acres, application of
Santa Fe agent,
Julian Rivera, of Jemez, New Mexico; List
S. V. PROUDFIT, Assistant CommisH.
S.
.
LUTZ, Agent,
sioner of the General Land Office. Approved
'
May 2, 1911, FRANK PIERCE. First Assistant
N. M.
Santa
u'e,
Secretary of the Interior.
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Rates

Santa Fe,

Chicago" $50.35
St. Louis, $44.35
St. Paul, $50.35
Buffalo,

$64.95

New

Boston,

ROSWELL

AUTO CO.,

Carrying the TJ. 8. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M, and
Roswell, N. M connecting with tat
El Paso
Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., arrive in Roswell at, 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12: SO a. m, arrive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.

To-pek- a

$75.95

R0SWELL, N. M.

to
Baggage allowance loo lbs.
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Special rates are v given for excursions, for eight or more passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell1 Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

J W. STOCKARD. managef
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WHERE
ROMANCE IS
By M.

J.

PHILLIPS

(Copright, tail, bj Associated

UUsnry freu.)

"Excuse me, ma'am, but was you
lookin' for somebody?"
The trim, little eastern person
looked up at the representative of the
untrammeled west. "Yes," she replied;
"I am looking for the conveyance to
Mr. Danforth's ranch."
"That's me, ma'am. Least ways I do
the drivln' of the conveyance. Where
Is your check?"
While the manwas securing her
trunk and strapping it to the back end
of the buckboard near the little station, Otie Pierson looked about her
So this was the west
disapprovingly.
Bhe had dreamed about!
It was all very disappointing and
he turned to the vanishing train,
jwhich could again link her with civilization, almost wistfully.
Her mental picture of cowboys was
of tall, Intellectual young men, with
ureeK profiles, who wore becoming
hats and two revolvers,
the balance of their makeup to match.
But even her guide he was quite
presentable looking so far as features
went was weakly conventional, like
the rest. He wore a vest and suspenders!
"The west Isn't as I Imagined It,"
she said, with a touch of severity,
when they had started on their
drive to the Danforth ranch.
"No, ma'am?" encouraged her combroad-brimme- d

panion.
"No.

In all that crowd at the station there wasn't a real cowboy."
"Oh, ma'am!" said the pained
driver.
"Well, not over two, anyway. There
was a tall man, with a blonde mustache, and a beautiful,
gray hat"
"Wiley Piatt," broke In the other;
"he's no cowman; he's a
"A what?"
"A
ma'am a gambler. He
wore that rig to catch the tender-fee- t
Wiley couldn't ride a
tin-hor-

clo'es-horse-

."

"But that shorter man, with a
leather band on his hat, and leather
trousers "
The driver shook his head sadly.
"His name's Coon; he lives In Brooklyn. Sells blankets to the Injuns."
"That's what I said," declared Otie,
switching back to her original assertion. "Here we are, In the midst
of the west, and not a cowboy in
Bight."

"The platform was full of cowboys," returned the other, stoutly.
Did you happen to notice that fat
citizen with the
hat"
"The whet?"
"The derby hat and red undershirt?
That's old Pap Withers. He's punched
cows for 30 year; take you a day to
ride around his ranch. Most of the
boys back there work for him. Didn't
you see their ponies?"
"Yes; sad little things with
no
spirit at all. And every one of those
men was chewing tobacco. Do you?"
"Why, no, ma'am, I don't allow to,"
returned the driver, meekly, swallowing a wad of "fine cut" that would
have ruined the digestion of an ostrich.
"You haven't told me your name,"
she suggested presently.
"William H. Brown," he answered,
with a touch of
"The 'H' standing for Henry, ma'am."
"There!" cried Miss Pierson, turning
a pretty face upon him; "could there
41... 41
ha int hatfo
of the west has gone? A few years
ago everybody had nicknames out
here; didn't they?"
"Yes, ma'am,!' said William Henry.
"Really this western country Is disappearing. If it wasn't for seeing Nellie Mrs. Danforth is my cousin I'd
be sorry I came!"
Mr. Brown, who was known and respected in half a dozen counties as
hard-boile-

d

Bad River Bill, smiled discreetly.
Miss Plerson's opinion of the west
did not improve with time. There was
no beauty and no Interest, and, worst
of all, no romance about It.
Her search for romance was professional, no personal. She was a short-storwriter who believed that she had
exhausted eastern types. She had followed the setting sun to find a stimulus to her imagination and creative
powers; but they remained dormant.
Even the wooing of William Henry
Brown did not move her or at least
she would not admit to herself that It
did.
"He's been lovely, Nellie," she complained afterwards to Mrs. Danforth.
"He's as thoughtful as a man can be.
And really he's clever. But I can't
marry him, can I?"
"Why not?" asked Mrs. Danforth, a
trifle sharply.
,
"Why, because he's neither one
y

thing nor the other. If he were dressed
in eastern clothes, like the men back
east, really I should love him. And If
he'd wear one of those nice
hata instead of that nin
slouch thing, and a flannel shirt open
at the neck, and corduroy trousers and
a belt, and throw away that horrod old
vest, he'd be a perfect western type.
I wouldn't let him out of my sight.
"But he dresses like a tramp, even
on Sunday. I don't believe the man
ver owned a white shirt In his life."
"You can't tell, Otie," replied Mrs,
Danforth. "Some of these men came
from good homes back east 'escaped,'
I've beard tfaa Kiver can it. They
'wanted to get away from too much
conventionality."
j
The moon was low as Bad River
Bill rode home In leisurely fashion
'om town. Ever and anon he raised
'his voice In the nasal strains of "The
Cowboy's Lament."
There is a ridge a mile or so from
the Danforth ranch buildings. Just
before reaching it the foreman ceased
his vocal efforts to seek the solace
of tobacco.
He rolled a cigarette
deftly and was searching the pockets
of the despised vest for a match, when
the pony, ears pricked forward, topped
the ridge.
Sundry sights and sounds before
him caused the match to burn itself
but against Bad River's lingers.
Are to as- !W.of
.

nm WH

v,'.

tenrsn nre eyes,
aTOTTey or snort,
sharp yelps, punctuated by rifle shots
to assail his ears.
The foreman put both "hooks" into
operation at once; and the urgent
rowels nearly lifted the cow pony out
of his skin. He leaped into the air
like a surprised cat; and then, belly
to the ground, he fairly flew toward
the scene of the disturbance.
In Bad Iliver BIH's cool brain cause
and effect fitted themselves
together
like a scroll saw puzzle.
Danforth
and every employe of the ranch were
away. Mrs. Danforth and Otie were
there alone.
Coon of Brooklyn, in addition to his
blanket trade, carried firewater as a
side line and sold to the Indians on
the sly. He had been at the reservation only yesterday and here were the
results of his visit.
Wily old Ponto, In whom liquor
bred craft, had probably slipped away
e
with a
cronies to attack the
ranch, knowing the women were unprotected. It was a trick that Ponto
had played before when drunk.
The Indians had no guns; but they
did have bows and arrows, made for
souvenirs and dangerous in skelled
hands.
No doubt it was Mrs. Danforth using the rifle; he was still In time.
So engrossed were the Indians in
their pastime that they neither saw
nor heard the charge until the pony
and its vengeful rider were among
them. The foreman leaped clear off
the saddle while the sweating horse
was still under motion. He had no
weapons, and he needed none.
Directly in front, his squat form
turned away from the raging Bad River, was Ponto himself. The cowboy
took three prodigious bounds and
brought his right foot Into play with
a viciousness and energy remarkable.
Ponto fell forward on his hands and
knees from the force of It, uttering a
loud grunt of surprise and anguish
as he did so. Still In this undignified
position, he peered over his shoulder,
just as Bad River kicked him again,
zestfully.
The second assault rooted the chief's
aqualine nose into the soil. He did
not stay longer. Scrambling to his
feet he dashed away, like the arrant
old coward he was.
Bad River turned his attention to
the demoralized braves that were left
He fought like a catamount
The Indians tried to rally and fieht
back, but the white man's civilization
had robbed them of courage and en
durance, and they had neither gun nor
knife. In three brisk minutes it was
half-scor-

all over and the besiegers were hurry
ing back to the reservation, much
more silently than they had come.
Bad River Bill walked up to the
front door and entered the living
room. The unlighted cigarette was
hanging from his nether Hd.
Nellie Danforth. clutchine the 'rifle.
stood by the window, a veritable Mol- He Pitcher.
Otie was beside her,
frightened but courageous.
"Bad River, vou sur cmn fieht!"
said Mrs. Danforth.
"DIdnt
"Thanks," he drawled.
mean to interrupt your party, but I
guss they've plumb gone. You stood
em off well, Mis' Danforth."
"I hope she hit some of them!
cried Otie, spiritedly.
Bad River shook his head. " 'Fraid
not; they all seemed able to run." He
grinned at the recollection of the
n
retreat.
"Would you mind gettln' the butcher
knife and cuttln' out this arrow?" he
continued, extending his right arm,
"One of 'em let me have it as he
Danlc-strlcke-

skinned."

His tone changed suddenly. "Catch
her quick!"
Otie had fainted.
Bad. River Bill and Otie sat on
chairs very near each other on the
verandah. Bill's right arm was bandaged; but he seemed to have re
tained the use or his hand, since it
had closed comfortably about both of
DUp'b

Punctuating the pastime by fre
quent osculation, they were planning
the roseate future.
"I have a hundred and sixty-fiv- e
acres over by the new irrigation
ditch," said William Henry. "When
the water comes it'll sure be a bonan
za. We could put up a shack and live
there, if we stay."
Insensibly his accent and his grammar changed. "I don't imagine yon
care much about the west, though.
We can go back east and do practi.
cally as well.
'Tather and my oldest brother are
architects in Rochester, and there's a
place waiting for me in the firm. I
tried the game for a year after I finished college, and liked it Then my
health gave out, and I came west.
"But there's nothing to keep me
here, now, if you don't want to stay.
tomorI can sell that quarter-sectio- n
row for good money. So, honey, we
'
can go back east to be married."
"Go back east?" Otie looked at
him out of indignant and reproachful
eyeB . "Go back east! We'll do nothing of the kind! Well live on that
quarter-sectio-

-

':

"Why, there's no excitement and no
room and no true friends In the east.
And there's no love or romance, either! We'll stay right here in out
own west!"
,

the

something and at that raoraent the
brute went for me. Ik- tried to pin
me to the wall; but
for me
his tusks were too wit
;"art for hira
to properly grip mo. The
tusks just

M.
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grazed my skin on m ),
0, mv
back. One of my men rushed to the
rescue and pulled me down hetv.ren
the animal's head anri the wall. Tlien
they stood me on my t t0 see if
my back was broken. With the excep-tioof torn c'othin;; aRi a
graz((j
skin, I was all right-c- ;,ri
llngenbach
in the Wide World Magazine
n

HISTORIC MAINE TAVERN.

The historic colonial home

LASSOED THE GATLING GUN.
"At the beginning of the Mexican
rebellion hundreds of Texas cowmen
enlisted in the insurrecto army," N.
H. Kirkpatrick, a
mining engineer of
Denver who has recently returned
from Mexico, said at the Hotel Baltimore, according to the Kansas City
Star. "These men joined the revolutionists more for excitement than for
glory, and they gained their end. At
the beginning of the war two parties
of federals surprised a number of insurgents and surrounded them. This
Incident occurred In Chihuahua, near
a mine I was examining. The federals
had a rapid-fir- e
gun, mounted on a
fence, that could be swung around an
arc of ninety degrees. It greatly annoyed the insurgents.
"A Texas cowboy, a member of the
revolutionaries, detailed himself to
save the day. Armed with a lariat
and a sack of tobacco he rode under
cover close to the gun. Then, seeing
that he was outside the quadrant commanded by it, he loped across the intervening space and, before the
amazed gunners knew he was there,
roped the Gatling gun and dragged It
to the revolutionary camp. It was

turned against Its former proprietors
and the federals were defeated."
SPEED OF THOUGHT.

"As quick as thought," is an expression much used to denote the
acme of speed in action, hut, like so
many popular expressions, this one is
misleading.
Thought, or at least the
mental registering of a sensation, is
not an exceedingly
speedy process,
the thought impulse moving at the
comparatively slow speed of 110 feet
a second, or 75 miles an hour. Sound
travels nearly ten times as fast and
light nearly nine million times as
swiftly. Thought would be hopelessly
beaten in a race with a motor car, or
even a flying machine operating under
favorable conditions.
Perhaps a good illustration of the
comparative slowness of thought
waves is to assume that a man had
an arm 75 miles long and that, when
he was not looking a friend should
grasp his hand. Before the owner of
the long arm became conscious that
his hand had been touched the friend
would have released It and had time
to walk four miles or eat a very extensive dinner.
,

of

d

E. Pierce, which was burned in
Belfast, March 7, was built in about
1805 by Col. Thomas Cunningham, who
came to Belfast in 1S03 from Peter-boro- ,
N. H. The house was known as
the Sun tavern. During the War of
1812 it was in its height of
popularity.
Many distinguished guests .were entertained and eminent judscs and officers
of the supreme court of Massachusetts,
when traveling the eastern circuit,
were accustomed to leave their carriages here and journey to Castine by
water. It is said that Tiritish officer
were entertained there, it was also
a popular place for social affairs and
many dances and assemblies were held
there in bygone days. The house was
painted a bright yellew, in keeping
with its name. Sun tavern, and at
one time, when the landlord became
unpopular,' his house
wa. callea
"Pumpkin tavern." Lewlston Journal,

H

i

iif
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I. '71

Scattered throughout England are
some curious Inn names, but Germany
probably keeps the record for
signs and fantastic names.
The most absurd results are usually
obtained. The Comfortable Chicken
and the Cold Frog, both of them in l7
Berlin, are certainly left in the Bhade
by the Angry Ant (la Westphalia), V;
and the Stiff Dog (Berlin). The Lame
Louse is an inn in a "suburb of Berlin, ft
and not far from it is the Thirsty m
Pelican. The Dirty Parlor, the Gory
Bones, the Musical Cats, the
Man, and the Boxers'
Den are all In Berlin or the neighborhood, and the Old Straw Bag in Leip-siThe Open Bunghole is in Stadto-hen- .
In the Palatinate, and the Shoulder Blade in Jerichow. The Last Tear
Is a landlord's notion for the name of
his inn, situated near a graveyard,
visited by returning mournerB, and is
of frequent occurrence throughout the
FIRST APPLE TREE

OF

NORTH- -

WEST.

The oldest apple tree in the Pacific
northwest, planted 85 years ago, by
the early officers of the Hudson's Bay
company from seeds carried in their
vest pockets from England, has been
discovered by A. A. Quarnberg, district horticultural inspector, and positively identified. The tree is in front
of the chief commissary's office. Originally there were three trees which
grew from seeds, but the other two
have disappeared."

Colonel McGunnegle, commanding
officer of the post, upon learning of
the history of the tree, gave orders
The Swedish island Bothland
mecca for students of early Gothic ar-- immediately to have a fence built
chitecture, lies in the Baltic sea, 40 around U' a tablet BearIe a short his
miles from the mainland. In Wisby, tory and every precaution taken to
the principal town of the island, may preserve it. It is thought that the
be seen the ruins of no fewer than tree may live to be 100 years old.
ten churches, eome of which ' date
FEATS OF SMOKERS.
from the eleventh and twelfth centuries.
Hundreds of spectators in Vienna
A director In a German musical institution, who was especially interest- recently followed with interest a
There
ed In the study of medieval organs, grand smokers' competition.
visited 69 churches in Bothland, and were forty entries, the champions of
in a village called Sundre came unon various smokers' clubs which bear
the remnant of what is unquestionably names such as Mont Pelee. the calu- the oldest known organ in existence. met and the Joyous Fogmen.
In one contest the winner was he
The case alone has survived the fret
of seven centuries, and its exterior is who kept his cigar, one of medium
adorned With paintings dating from size, alight longest. The record was
achieved by a man who kept his Virabout the year 1240.
When this ancient instrument could ginia alight for 2 hours 33 minutes,
no longer serve its original purpose. no relighting being permitted. He
it was used as a sacristy, and for the gained a money prize.
There was also an ash contest,
safeguard of holy vessels and vestments was kept in careful repair; and this was won by the competitor
hence its excellent preservation to our who kept the longest ash on his cigar.
He was able to take a mahogany
day.
smoker's table home after succeeding
In keeping a length of ash intact of
SEVENTH SON IN BELGIUM.
72 millimeters or nearly three inches.
In the early days of the reien of th
late King Leopold of Belgium a sevSHIP'S STRANGE DILEMMA.
enth son was born to a Brussels woman, and when the king heard of it and
Many strange reasons have been
was told that the boy was the sevfor a vessel's disaDDearanre. hut
enth successive one and that no girl the loss of the English schooner J.
had come to the family he asked to be C. Strawbridge is a quite exceptional
The vessel was bound for
the baby's godfather.
Btorv.
Ever since then
Nassau, in the Bahamas, with a car
born in Brussels has had the same go of ice. The J. C. Strawbridge ran
honor, and the mothers have received Into the warm temperature of the
ulf stream, and. instead of Ice as
girts m Keeping witn their station in
life. King Albert, In carrying out the cargo she was presently battling with
old usage a short time ago had some a hold full of water, which kept her
difficulty because the seventh son was bobbing about likt. rt mechanical toy.
twins. He could not stand for both All hands were ordered to the pumps,
boys, because that would give the fam-il- v and for four duys the crew pumped
two Alberts.
The remariv
the melted cargj into the ocean. Their
found by Queen Elizabeth, who sug efforts, however, were in vain.
The
gested tnat ner nuie son, the duke crew had to take ;o the boats, and a
of Brabant, be the godfather of the few hours War the schooner founeishth bov. who consennentitr - dered.
JUST A SPOT OF WATER AS A
ceived the name Leopold.
RULE.
JOHNSON AND CLEAN LINEN.
OLDEST CHURCH ORGAN.

Too 8hort.
Tou're not going to put up the big;
Dr. Johnson may- be nnrnTiera. v. rt ii.ll
office building you are talking about?"
thnsn who -maintain a cheerful UlUIL
l,n
"No; the land deal fell through."
ference on the subject of personal
"What was the trouble?"
says the London Chroni"The owner of the lot refused to sell cleanliness,
"I hate immersion," he remarked
it outright. All he'd agree to do was cle.
to lease It to me for 999 years and to Wickins a Lichfield dranar
expected Johnson to admire his' bath.
I wanted to put a permanent strucOne rememDers, too, nis original deture on It, you know."
fense of Christoper Smart, the mad
poet "Another charge was that he
did not love clean linen; and I have
Regretted the Incident.
:
, .;
"Nan, what has become of your hat- no passion for It,"
rl
pin?"
WAS A NARROW ESCAPE.
"I left It Sticking In A Tnaahaia
arm an hour, or two ago."
I am often asked what Is my nar"My. my! What an unntoa.ant
rowest escape. Perhaps the following
perience you must have had!"
is the closest shave I have had. I was
"Indeed it was. It was my most
the dispatch of some
superintending
: v
expensive hatpin."
animals at the railway station in Hamn
burg, when a
elephant,
which was standing in one of the
News to Hsr.
V
"Are you not dad to sat
n trucks with its legs chained, suddenterra flrma?" asked a lad of
m ly turned round and trlari
n(.
friends who had Just landed from an the wall. I was at that moment exAmerican liner.
a
?..(.
,. amining
cage containing monkeys.
Mistress What are yon going to do
"Terra flrma!" was the ' remand When I entered tha .m, i i
with that sponge?
"Dear me! I thought this was Queans. elephant was cross and h.,.u
Cook To get the piece of Ice the
HWni"--TltrB- lt.
.
v ..
tce.msn,left.on the step this morning.
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i praising your

INN NAMES.

Fatherland.

YOUR SALESMAN" may speak to twenty persons a
day
wares. iiE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN
speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

fw

h.a

1
'A

BUY.

I

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT In the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

i'ii

ments in its local papers.

It is a BUSINESS

mi

MAXIM

universally accepted that advertising pays. That is, if it is done right.
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are
selling
susar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a
yard and
will
to
have
you
telegraph to your wholesale house for car-

If 41

KM

1

load lots.

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.
Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
ther?, i3 no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.

THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local
papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
NON-PROGRESSI-

LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper

have as much for your store but you must let them know that 1
I
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that
you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

The "Hew

Memm"

homes of Ssnta Fe

g68S info

ass

the
reaches

every post office in lew
It

pay;
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one has faced a doctor's fee, and many ney E. C. Abbott. They are E. M. F.
a lawyer's fee, butonight at the Elks cars and they glide around with great
THE DULY ROUND BR.
it "is a burglar's privilege to charge grace.
for consultation. This is a picture you
Funeral of Child The funeral of the
infant daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Lanought to see.
Rosa Dick Won The race this after- sing F. Bloom took place this foreSanta Fe, X. 51., June 6. ' X noon
S
between the horse of Paz Cortez, noon. Rev. Hugh A. Cooper of AlbuS The weather for New Mexico X
Rosa
Dick, and Sheriff Closson's mare querque of the' Presbyterian church; aj
is generally fair tonight and
was
Lady
Palatine, was won by the former. Albuquerque officiated. Interment'
not
with
much
"
Wednesday ,
it
'
The race was run just south of the C. made in Fairview cemetery.
change in temperature.
S. Indian school and was witnessed
City Council
Tonight The city
council will meet at the court house
by many.
tonight to discuss several new ordiChamber
of
Commerce Meeting
j
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone
The meeting of the Chamber of Com nances and transact routine business.
Black 1SS, when in need of milk and
merce this evening at eight o'clock, Mayor Arthur Seligman will preside
I
cream. Surplus always on hand.
i
...
will be another interesting session "t ne meeiiug.
Silk Negligee embroidered
county
collars,
County Commissioners-T- he
of San- time
he
for
progress
marking
natural color and white, 50 cents at
commissioners were in session until
ta Fe. Every one should Attend.
Coebel's.
late hour Hst. "ight as a board of
Sal- Grande-- On
More
Water
in
Rio
e
Varnishes
Try Sherwin-William- s
going over the tax
at
evaluation,
Grande
flow
the
the
of
Rio,
tor your spring house cleaning
for
u
at urday
nd
feet.
second
EngleDam was 2,200
Cloebels.
year 1911.
A rise of 1,500 feet passed San Mar-itn- f
Your Last Chance to see "Oppor cial on
Interesting Exhibit There will be
6,000
Yesterday
Saturday.
an interesting exhibit at the Santa Fe
tunity and the Man," at the Elks to-- sceond feet
passed, the Eagle Dam
,n a day
ompany.g
night.
M
A rifle an d
s
that
j
John'01,
glasses
Your Lumber and Coal Wants will
PJ
the text of
Scouts -IBoy
Carson have
be taken good care of by R. J. Crich-ton- , Pflueger, the shoe man, in his change! were he Property of
Mrs'
to the comPan.y
the lumber man. Keep your eye of advertisement today. This special!1" V
'on. his advertisement.
shoe is not only for boys but for every- - Antonio Joseph for exhibition .during
Tonight at the Elks The program body. They stand the racket and are me visii. oi u.e scnuoi
f;t the Elks' tonight is "The Burglar's! easy and
Luck montn.
Good
comfortable.
Tne Temperature The temperature
and Charm free.
Fee," "The Seminole Sacrifice
n
yesterday ranged from 51 to 70 and
"Opportunity and the Man."
p.nnhi;r3ne ciL, r
. R. Greene of rAudubon,
Iowa Re the average relative humidity was 24
Forged Note E. D. Read confessed
at El Paso to forging the names of T. publican opposed ;to reciprocity, was per cent. The temperature at 6 a. m.
S. Kins and M. F. Collier to a note elected to congress yesterday in Iowa, today was 63 degrees. Yestefday was
for $82.5n and cashing it t6 secure by a majority of lis 2, to succeed Con- a warm and pleasant day, with the
of,the season up
money to pay for a typewriter.
gressman Walter I. Smith, appointed highest temperature
"
to date.
Plaza A Yale key to a judgeship by President Taft.
Key Found in
Two More Autog Here Tbs auto-7- ,
tied to a piece of cigar box, numbered
was found in the plaza this morning mobilpopulation n Santa Fe was
CONVICTS DIG UP
Owner can creased by two more machines arriv-ge- t
the park policeman.
INTERESTING SILVER COIN.
the same at New Mexican office.
ing, one for Governor William J.
The Burglar's Fee Almost every Mills and the other for District Attor- It Bears Face of King Ferdinand VII
of Spain and is Dated

JUNE 6, 1911.

capitol building, purchased the coin
and has added it to his collection. . One wonders if the convict who
picked up the coin realized that King
Ferdinand VII himself had been a
prisoner?

county institute were received and
will be answered in kind. Professor
W. 'D. Sterling of Albuquerque, who
is to conduct the institute was not
here today but will arrive tomorrow
and take full charge, ably assisted by
Miss A. J. McGtbbon of Santa Fe. The
ANOTHER NEW MEXICO
prospects are for a splendidly profitNUMBER OF THE EARTH. able session.
The Socorro county teachers' association met this afternoon and elected
H. B. Holt Has an Article on the
a
officers for the year and attended to
Valley and Roy Bedicheck
other business.
on Luna County.
Scenes in the Mesilla valley of New
LAS VEGAS SCOUTS
Mexico form th'e cover illustrations of
BACK FROM SANTA CLARA.
the June number of "The Earth" the
Vegas Boy Scouts, who were
Santa Fe development magazine and
night
the issue is filled with New Mexico here four days ago, returned last
on their
articles and illustrations almost all to the Free and Ancient Cityon Goverthe way through, forming another sub- way home and today called
stantial addition to the enormous total nor Mills at the capitol. They also
of advertising given this territory by visited the executive mansion and
the Santa Fe Company in it3 litera- were tn'en shown aound the city. Tho
ture. H. B. Holt of Las Cruces, con- scouts looked well and seemed to have
tributes an extended illustrated write-u- greatly enjoyed their trip.
of the Mesilla Valley and the EleScoutmaster George Fitzsimmons
phant Butte project. Roy Bedichek slated today that the boys abandoned
of Deming, has a profusely illustrated their trip to the cliffs but visited Sanstory of the waters of the Mimbres ta Clara pueblo where the Indians
valley and what they are doing to gave a special dance in their honor.
make the desert blossom; D. J. Me This courtesy was doubtless due to
Canne has a good article, with pic- the pre3ense among the scouts of
tures all about Fort Sumner on the Chief Cajete, who also got the boys all
Pecos; C. O. Fisher, secretary of the the milk they could drink and without
Raton Commercial Club, tells of the cost.
"Kingdom of Colfax"; and C. B. Case,
This evening the boys, who are in
chief engineer of the Maxwell Irrigatnear the Palace Hotel, will feast
ed Lands Company of Maxwell, Col- camp
on ice cream sent th'em by Governor
fax county, describes what irrigation
is accomplishing on the old ..Maxwell Mills who is a resident of Las Vegas.
"We shall proceed home in a leisuregrant. There are many other short
contributions from various citizens of ly manner," said Mr. Fitzsimmons "as
New Mexico on the "advantages of the boys are pretty tired and one of
their various districts. The Arkansas our horses is almost fagged out."
The scoutmaster said that he and
and San Joaquin valleys come in for
1815.
a few pages at the last end- of the the boys feel very grateful to Santa
magazine but it is distinctly a New Feans for the cordial welcome extend
While paving San Francisco street Mexico number all the way through. ed them.
in front of V. X. Townsends store on
PRESIDENT DECLINES
the plaza, the territorial penitentiary SOCORRO INSTITUTE RETURNS
THIEF INVITATION.
GREETINGS OF SANTA FE
convicts dug up a silver coin which is
of unusual interest It is about the
size of our silver dollar, and bears
Socorro (By Special Leased Wire to Wew Mexican)
Socorro, N. M., June
an excellent likeness of King Ferdi- - County Teachers Institute began yesWashington, D. C, June 6. An
K
f
was received by President Taft
nand VII of Spain and underneath is terday with the largest first day at
e
We hare
a large shipment of fishing tackle which is the largest and! dated isis which can be easily seen. tendance and most enthusiastic inter- today from the
Thief Asso
The rumors that the date is 1515 are est ever known in this county. The ciation oi Kansas ana UKianoma to
most complete line that has ever been shown in Santa Fe.
unfounded.
Ferdinand the Fifth then gathering was called to order by Coun- come to Arkansas City, Kansas, to adOF
A FINE ASSORTMENT
was upon the throne.
ty Superintendent J. A. Terres to dress its convention July 19. The asFerdinand VII of Spain lived from whom is largely due thfe increased in- sociation, the invitation said, numbers
17S4 to 1S33.
He was the eldest son terest this year in educational matte?s" aT5out fifty thousand. Horse thieves
Mr. Torres wel- are not so plentiful in Kansas and Okof Charles IV by Maria Louisa of Par-- ! in Socorro county.
ma. In 180S he connived at the rising comed the teachers and complimented lahoma as they were once, but the asthat overthrew Godoy and caused the them on the interest which brought sociation still exists largely for soSTEEL
dissensions in the royal family that out so many on the opening day. Tele- cial reasons. The President was com"KIM
FiSrfiNG
gave .Napoleon a pretext for the Penin- graphic greetings from the Santa Fe pelled to decline the invitation.
RODS';
sular war. By the forced abdication
(afterward retracted) of his father on
1S08, Ferdinand became king but by
MEN'S BLUE SERGE SUITS
the cunning of Bonaparte he was enticed across the frontier to Bayonne
SPECIAL AT $12.50
REGULAR PRICE $18.00
and kept prisoner at Valencay at Ba- yonne. Ferdinand returned to Spain
!ir 1814. He is noted for having re
pealed the Salic law to enable his
Isabella II- to succeed him,
And everything necessary for Fishing.
Come in and andtet the man who knows daughter
D'Uring Ferdinand-- ' reign Spain lost
TBID "
hfln
tartlfl fnr the hiar "FICHINfi
the greater portion of her possessions
vwt vnur
IW1II11U I nil
tivir vmi
;uu nirt
in nut
jvwi tuvmv ivi . IIV
in North and South America.
The coin's discovery .recalls qnce
more the old maxim that "kings never
die" for in many ways their memory
is kept alive.
&
CO.
David L. Miller, custodian of the
"
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Money Back if Not Satisfactory 35 Cts. Per Pound
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ior;cr watch. Here and
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GOLD AND SILVER

time-piec- e.

FILIGREE
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Fishinsf Tackle

Waltham Watch
Before you make a watch purchase
let us tell you how and why you
wiil get more for your money in a
Ws'.'.ham.
A full assortment of all
gra.lcs.
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WOOD-DAV-
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RODS
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The Walger
New Model

Awning

SNELL HOOKS
LINES LEADERS

BrtL
hjTT

BAIT BOXES
LANDING NETS

i

THE
.

BEST

AWNING

EVER PUT
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SANTA FE HARDWARE
SUPPLY

THE BIQ
Men's

ORE

Elfif Shirt

Sale

For One Week Only Commencing Tuesday, May 30
Shirts By Makers That Best Know How

Pleated or Plaim Bossotns

Our summer shirt' display is
the finest shirt spread we have

style, cuffs attached or
'separated. Every size and sleeve
length that's madev Every shirt
an example of splendid shirt
making. Moderate priced, shirts
or shirt luxury, as you prefer.

ever had the pleasure of offering
our trade. You'll never wear

better shirts than we are now
showing and at a low price.
The shirtings are very handsome, while the fit, making and
quality of material form a combination of shirt perfection.

Coat

$1.25 and $1.50
Cannot be obtained elsewhere for
less than $1.75 & $2.00 and our
guarantee goes with every shirt
sold. There will be no better
time than right now to select
your summer shirt.
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